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LONG ARM OF THE SAW ... Shane Adams of Graves County-based Adams Tree Service uses a long extension on a chainsaw to safely cut down limbs from a tree in the front yard of Glen Clayton's
home near the corner of Wiswell and Gibbs Store roads west of Murray Wednesday afternoon. This large oak tree was having to be removed after being hit by lightning during this week's storms.

Clean UP Work Continues

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Like most people in the fourstate area Tuesday night, James and
Evelyn Dixon were trying to stay in
tune with what was happening with
the weather.
Terrible things were occurring,
particularly in Missouri and Illinois
where large, violent tornadoes were
causing ifeaTh—and --&sfrifctidfi.-It
was almost a repeat of Sunday
where cities like Pierce City, Mo.,
and Jackson, Tenn., had been devastated by the same types of huge
storms.
All of this, though, was happening well north of the Dixon home in
southwestern Calloway County near
Lynn Grove. So, feeling the worst
would stay./away,they went to bed at
around 10 p.m.Two hours later, they
awoke to a nightmare.
"We couldn't sleep because of the
noise. Then, we had to hit the floor,"
Evelyn Dixon recalled yesterday of
how her family had to take cover
from a powerful thunderstorm that
destroyed a large storage building
behind their home and send metal
roofing sheets flying in all directions. A lot of that debris wound up
over 70 yards away along Wiswell
Road and in the trees that line it.
"I just looked in the yard and saw
all the trees just laying on the
ground everywhere," she said. "We
had windows that had blown out of

acer Arena is spot for shelter

r

BRANDI WILLIAMS
Writer
_ With the rash of storms through Calloway County recently, many people have been seeking shelter in places other than their homes.
Jeff Steen, director of the Calloway County Office of Emergency
Management, said many residents have been allowed to seek shelter at
te Regional Special Events Center and Racer Arena.
"People were having anxiety attacks because of all the storms," he said
this morning. 'The ambulance was actually picking people up who wef
having anxiety attacks."
Steen said he spoke to administrators at Murray State University, who
told him to open Racer Arena because of the emergency, and discussions
will be held later about making it a regular storm shelter.
Of the two structures on campus, Steen said he feels more confidenti
sending individuals to Racer Arena because it is lower to the ground and
there is no glass, like in RSEC."It is really stout, but the RSEC could have!
'rigs blown into those atriums," Steen said.
He Said Racer Arena will also be open later this week in case of severe'
their.
If people
n said

our house, too, so we had to get up
and try to put something over them
because it was raining so hard. We
stayed up the rest of the night."
No tornado warning was issued
for Calloway, but the evidence
around the Dixon homestead indicates the possibility something other
than straightline thunderstorm
winds were responsible for the damage. The storm was moving northeast when it hit, but debris seemed
to have been flung in other directions.

Kyle Sutherland, a meteorologist
with the National Weather Service
Office in Paducah, said the time of
the event and the description of
damage does indicate a mesocyclone of some kind, perhaps a
downburst which he said is like a
giant hand that presses the earth and
crushes whatever is beneath it.
Those winds then spread out in several directions.
"At 12:09 a.m., we were getting

•See Page 2
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IT'S A WRECK ... James Dixon surveys the extensive damage to what used to be a large storage
building behind his family's home on Wiswell Road in southwestern Calloway County. The building was destroyed during a violent thunderstorm that swept through that area in the pre-dawn
hours of Wednesday morning.
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Supreme Court says
Fletcher stays on ballot

Western student dies of
injuries from dorm fire
face in addition to third-degree burns.
Autry died at 7:10 p.m. CDT, as about
150 students gathered at the bell tower on
campus to pray for her, the newspaper
reported.
"I'm having trouble coming to grips with
this," said Andrew Howard, a freshman
from Nashville who lives in Hugh Poland
Hall, where the fire occurred, and knew
Autry. "It's an extreme act which you don't
expect to see."
Western Police Chief Bob Deane spoke
briefly at the service, saying,"We are deeply
saddened. Believe us, we are doing everything in our power to resolve it."
Earlier Wednesday, university officials
appealed to students for help in finding the
person responsible for the fire.
"Anyone who has information, it is
important for them to contact WKU police
and provide that information before they
leave for the summer," Bob Skipper, a university spokesman, said at a news conference.

By LORI BURLING
Associated Press Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — A
Western Kentucky University student who
was burned in a fire that was intentionally
set in her dormitory room early Sunday died
of her injuries Wednesday night, the university said.
Katie Autry, 18, a freshman from
Pellville, died at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center in Nashville, Tenn., the university said in a statement.
"We will divide our emotions between
Katie's death and celebrating the essence of
what a college is about,- Western President
Gary Ransdell said Wednesday night, referring to Saturday's commencement,in a story
published on the Web site of the Daily News
of Bowling Green. "That is graduating students and sending them into the world to be
successful."
Western officials have provided little
detail about the incident except to confirm
that the fire at 4 a.m. CDT Sunday was
deliberately set and that Autry suffered abrasions and puncture wounds on her neck and
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FATAL SCENE ... Western Kentucky University
police officer Brian Ward makes his rounds in
Hugh Poland Hall following a suspicious fire in
room 214. early Sunday in Bowling Green, Ky.,
that fatally wounded Pellville, Ky., freshman Katie
Autry. Police confirmed Wednesday that the fire
was deliberately set.
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By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Ernie Fletcher is a legal candidate for governor and can remain on the
Republican primary ballot, though
his first running mate was disqualified, the Kentucky Supreme Court
ruled Wednesday.
The ruling, in an appeal by the
campaign of rival candidate Steve
Nunn, came just 13 days before the
primary election. Nunn was stoic.
"The court case is over, but the
campaign is not," he said in a statement.
Fletcher said he was "happy ...
that this election is going to be back
in the ballot box where it belongs."
The ruling "ends our opponents'
desperate courtroom attempts to
disrupt a primary," Fletcher said in a
statement.
The justices said the disqualification of Fletcher's first running mate,
Hunter Bates, did not torpedo
Fletcher's own candidacy for the
Republican nomination, even

Sue M. Tuttle
Vera Helen Applewhite

WEATHER
Tonight's forecast
HIGH: calls for showers &
Q storms likely.
Friday's forecast
10W: calls for partly
If n cloudy with a
00 chance of rain.
Highs in the upper
80s.

7

Y68

though
candidates for governor and lieutenant governor
have to run as a
slate and jointly
take an oath of
eligibility.
A judge in
Oldham County
Fletcher
ruled that Bates
resiconstitutional
failed to meet
dency requirements. Fletcher later
selected Steve Pence, a former U.S.
attorney, to take Bates' place on the
ticket.
Another judge — Franklin
County Circuit Judge William L.
Graham — subsequently ruled that
Fletcher was within his rights.
Graham relied on a statute that
permits substitution of a candidate
who has been disqualified. The
Supreme Court, in four separate
opinions, upheld Graham's decision.

III See Page 3
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•WKU
From Front
Few details were revealed about
the investigation of the fire except
that "everything is being looked
at," Skipper said. "Her friends, her
activities, everything within the last
six weeks," he said.
Skipper said earlier that the incident did not appear to be a suicide
attempt.
-We have determined that this
fire was set., It was not an accident," Deane said Wednesday."I'm
not prepared to go into detail
because that could compromise our
investigation."
No arrests have been made.
Autry's family members, who
stayed at the hospital about 60
miles south of Bowling Green after
the fire, have refused to comment.
The door to Autry's room, where
the fire started, was locked, according-to Skipper, who- said- -a --key is
needed to lock the door from the
outside. Officials would not say if
Autry's keys had been found.
EDWARD SHERIDAN:Ledger & Times photo
Since Sunday, 16 investigators
THURSDAY MORNING WRECK ... This white automobile collided with a tree after being
have sifted through evidence in
struck in the side by another vehicle at the intersection of Eighth and Main streets today at
Room 214 of the dormitory. They
have interviewed more than 100
approximately 9:15 a.m. Information on those involved in the accident was unavailable as of
people
— including Autry's roompress time this morning.
mate and fraternity members of Pi
Kappa Alpha, where Autry is said
to have attended a party in the
hours before the fire.
"We have no specific suspects,
but everyone is being looked at this
extensive damage in the neighbor- to start all over.-point," said Bob Edwards, vice
From Front
'That's. alright ... as long as
hoods just southwest of the Murray
president of university affairs. ,
,reports from the sheriffs depart- city limits.- —- Only 50 Of the dorin's 3t0- stu.,.. • everybody is healthy:*
ment that they had a rotating wall
There is a chance,-though, that
Most of the damage from that
dents were home at the time of the
cloud spotted
in southwest second storm was in the form of the Claytons' trees, will continue
fire. Autry's roommate — Danica
Calloway County," Sutherland said. trees being uprooted and even serving a purpose. Among those
Jackson of Elizabethtown — was
"Off that alone, you're got down- falling on homes. Since then, the helping with the removal operation
not home.
drafts. You've got strong northeast sound of chainsaws has been con- Wednesday was Murray salvage
The whereabouts of Autry the
winds and stronger winds going stant throughout those areas, includ- logger Kirk Patterson who has made
evening of the fire remain unclear.
southeast. So, all that air has to go ing the' Sherwood Forest and many. stops since Sunday night
Friends have said that Jackson and
somewhere."
Southwest Villa subdivisions.
--when he-helpedremove-a-treein the
Autty arrived at -an-invitation-only
Sutherland said he hopes his
That was the case Wednesday at Elm Grove area that was blocking
party at the Pi Kappa Alpha house
office does get an opportunity to the home of Glen Clayton on the way to a father wanting to see
shortly after midnight.
view damage to the Dixon home but Wiswell near the intersection of how his son had fared in the tornaMembers of the fraternity and
that is not bound to happen anytime Gibbs Store Road as three oak trees do.
people who attend_ed the party have_
soon. "We had 87 events that night, — some around 100 years old —
"This helps the homeowners.
been interviewed by investigators,
so we obviously can't look at all of were having to be removed after They're tickled to get rid of the
Edwards said, but would not comthem," he said, explaining that the being weakened by the combination shanks, but we also get the chance
ment further.
NWS damage assessment team of wind and lightning strikes from to turn (the trees) into something
Justin Perkins, the fraternity
could be conducting investigations previous nights.
useful out of all this," said
president, confirmed that members
into next month.
•
"It really is (hard to have to Patterson. "We can turn them into
have been interviewed by police.
Two powerful storms struck watch the trees be removed)," Mr. lumber for making all kinds of furHe said earlier that he did not know
Calloway Sunday night, the first of Clayton said. "We've spent many, niture, wooden pallets...there's a lot
Autry and was not aware of any
which dropped a confirmed tornado many hours on this lawn, getting it that can still be done with it."
other members who knew her.
--I in the community of Elm Grove east to looking just right. Now, we've got
Autry's name was not on the guest
of Murray. The second caused
list, said Perkins, who refused to
show a copy of the list to The
Associated Press.
Meanwhile, campus officials
have beefed up secutity. An armed
police officer is posted at the dorm
24 hours a day; extra front-desk
workers have been added; and students are looking for anything suspicious, Edward,.

Photo provided

MURRAY TOURISM WEEK ... Murray Mayor Tom Rushing
signed a proclamation on Tuesday, May 6, to declare next
week as Murray Tourism Week, which will coincide with
National Tourism Week. Included in the picture are Rushing,
seated, Kelli Petermeyer, standing left, Convention and
Event Coordinator; Ryan Ray, center, Executive Director;
and Donna Apple, Chairperson, all of the Murray Tourism
Commission. To kick off Murray Tourism Week, the Murray
Tourism Commission will be hosting a reception in the
Murray Room of the Regional Special Events Center from 57p.m. today. A special presentation by Kay McCollum of
Kentucky's Western Waterland will take place at 5:30p.m.
All residents are invited to participate and enjoy refreshments throughout the evening. For more information concerning the reception or Murray Tourism Week, contact the
Murray Tourism Commission at 759-2199.

•Storms ...

State Farm
is here
to help get
your life back
to normal.

Correction
In Tuesday's issue of the
Murray Ledger and Times, a
reporter incorrectly reported that
the Murray Tourism Commission
was to hold a reception May 15 in
honor of Murray Tourism Week.
Actually, that reception will be
held tonight, May 8, in the Murray
Room at RSEC from 5-7 p.m.

The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
•_Thellurray_Cityr:ounril wilt meet in regular session today-at-6:30 pm.
at City Hall. On the agenda are ordinance amendment and report from the
finance committee. The public works committee will meet at 5:45 p.m. and
all council members will discuss television etiquette at 6:15.
•The Murray Independent Schools Board of Education will meet in regular session today at 7 p.m. at the Carter Administration Building on S. 13th
Street. A school/businesspartnership reception will be held prior to the
meeting at 6:30 p.m.
'
•The Murray Street Department will continue the annual spring brush
pickup through the month of May to accommodate those individuals
who have extra brush because of the recent storm. The same regulations — 6 inches in diameter and 6 feet in length — will be used for the
extra pick up. The disposal of larger tree trunks and root masses will be
the responsibility of the property owner or the private company hired by
the property owner.
It will not be necessary to call for a special pickup unless the brush
is put curbside after the extended pick up time. Also, the Transfer
Station will have extended hours for the next two Saturdays — May 10
and May 17 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. for individuals or companies to dispose of brush and tree limbs..
6'Tuesday, May 13, will be the last day to submit an application for
paper absentee ballot for the May 20 Primary Election. This affects
those voters who are'eligible to vote by paper absentee ballot through
the mail. All absentee ballot applications for those voting by mail must
be receivel by clov of business May 13.
Absentee voting will still be conducted in the Calloway County'
Cleric's Office for those who qualify to vote in this manner until May 19.
If anyone has any questions, please call the Calloway County Clerk's
Office at 753-3923,

SUBSCRIBE TO THE MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES TODAY BY CALLING 753-1916
MURRAY

DIABETICS!
IF YOU HAVE MEDICARE OR PRIVATE
INSURANCE YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO
RECEIVE YOUR DIABETIC
SUPPLIES AT LITTLE OR NO COST!
FOR INFORMATION CALL EASY ACCESS MEDICAL SUPPLY INC
WE ALSO CARRY NEBUUZER MEDIC.AT1ON 8. IMPOTENCE PRODUCTS

Damage totals continue to mount from the recent
hail storm and State Farm is still helping
policyholders with their claims.
If you are a State Farm policyholder, and your home
or car has been damaged, please contact your State
Farm agent as soon as you can. Or call 1-800-SFCLAIM (1-800-732-5246) to reach our catastrophe
operators.

TownCrier

1-800-679-1623
'CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY No HMO's Please

NOW SELLING & INSTALLING UV
ANTI-MICROBIAL LAMPS,
which can help clean the air in your home.

Jim McBee Heating
& Air Conditioning
•24-Hour Emergency Service *Free Estimates
'Licensed & Insured (KY HVAC M04246)

We Service All Brands of Air-Conditioning Equipment

State Farm wants to service your claim and help you
get your life back to normal. Helping people recover
from the unexpected is what being a good neighbor
is all about.

STATE FARM'S
(

759-1457 • 293-2696 (mobile)

Happy Mother's Day
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OFF BUFFET W/COUPON
(FOR MOTHER'S ONLY)
Fresh buffet, fresh dessert, salad & ice creon)
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ALL YOU CAN EAT

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.*
STATE FARM INSURANCE

COMPANIES • HOME OFFICES BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS
statefarm.comt.
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Report: Chandler fights legal lost causes
The governor's office had cauFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Attorney General Ben Chandler, a tioned Chandler that taking his
Democratic candidate for governor, appeal as far as the Supreme Court
has spent thousands of state dollars could cost the state needlessly,
fighting legal battleshe was warned according to the records. Two years
against waging, according to ago, the ACLU won $299,500 from
state taxpayers after its defeat of an
records from Chandler's office.
After a federal judge prohibited anti-abortion law that Chandler also
the display of a Ten Commandments had defended.
The
costs of the Ten
monument outside the state Capitol,
Chandler advised Gov. Paul Patton's Commandments lawsuit could be
office that the presence of the reli- far more than the $12,781 Chandler
gious tablet could be defended in charged the state for his work in the
court, according to records released case, said Beth Wilson, interim
director of the ACLU state chapter.
by Chandler's office this week.
"I question whether this is the
The U.S. Supreme Court denied
best use of the. state's financial
Chandler's final appeal in the case.
And now taxpayers will likely resources during a budget crisis,"
pay tens of thousands of dollars Wilson said.
Aside from his legal advice, docmore to because of the defeat, which
was defended by the American Civil uments also show that Chandler
Liberties Union of Kentucky. The enlisted support in his Ten
ACLU had argued that the monu- Commandments fight from the
ment violated the constitutional sep- Thomas More Law Center,a conservative, religious law _firm in Ann.
aration 9f church and state.

ATTENTION
WINS & CCHS
CLASS OF 2003

Lunsford up to $6.8 million for race
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Democrat Bruce Lunsford has put up a
record $6.8 million from his personal fortune to finance his race for governor, new campaign finance records show,
Lunsford added $405,000 to his treasury Monday and Tuesday,
according to reports filed at the Kentucky Registry of Election Finance_
Lunsford, a businessman who made a fortune in the health-care industry,
is not taking contributions.
Reports show another Democrat, Attorney General Ben Chandler, is
taking in about $30,000 a day for the race. Chandler's campaign topped
$2.3 million two weeks ago. Since then, gubernatorial campaigns have
been required to file daily reports as long as they are raising money

Arbor, Mich.
The ACLU won a temporary
injunction against the monument
planned for the state Capitol in July
2000 from U.S. District Judge
Joseph Hood in Frankfort.
Days later, according to records
from Chandler's office, Assistant
Attorney General Jennifer Carrico
wrote to the governor's general
counsel, Denis Fleming Jr., and said
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If you DID NOT have your senior picture made at Allison's
Photography and want to be included in the 2003 edition of
the Murray Ledger & Times Graduation Section. please
bring a photo (with your full name and school on the back)
to our office or to your school office by May 15, 2003.

TWO 8 OZ. RIREIT
ENTREES

the monument could be defended as
constitutional, based on her office's
legal research.
"There is sufficient law to support our decision," Carrico wrote.
Following this legal advice,
Fleming
recommended
that
Chandler appeal Hood's injunction.
But in a written response, Fleming
cautioned not to appeal the case as
high as the U.S. Supreme Court.

With Choice ot Side Item:
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•Fletcher ...
From Front

•

In the lead opinion, Chief Justice
Joseph E. Lambert said the issue
was whether Bates had been disqualified or. as the Nunn camp contended, was never qualified to begin
with.
Lambert, joined by four other
justices, concluded that "Fletcher
and Bates formed a slate" when
their papers were certified in
December by Secretary of State
(John
"The Fletcher-Bates slate thus
acquired a legal existence, albeit
flawed, that continued until Bates
was held not to be a bona fide candidate" by an order of the Oldham
County Circuit Court, Lambert's
o_pinion said.
But the clincher, Lambert said,
was that Brown subsequently certified a vacancy on the ballot. When
that happened, "Fletcher was entitled to name a replacement running
mate," the opinion said.
In a separate opinion, Justice
William Cooper said he concurred
with the results but not the reasoning. He said Bates was disqualified
from the moment the candidacy
papers were filed, and "the fact of
his disqualification triggered the
provisions of the vacancy statute."
Cooper said he attributed no significance to the secretary of state's
initial certification of the slate.
Justice Bill Graves joined in
Cooper's opinion. Justices Janet
Stumbo, James Keller, Donald
Wintersheimer
and
Martin

Johnstone joined in Lambert's opinion. Stumbo and Wintersheimer also
filed separate concurring opinions.
The ruling seemed likely to have
a settling effect on the Kentucky
Republican Party, which has not
elected a governor since 1967 and
figured to have its best chance in
years with lame-duck Democratic
Gov. Paul Patton tainted by scandal
from an extramarital affair.
Fletcher, who represents central
Kentucky's 61}1District in Congress,
is widely considered the GOP establishment candidate, though the
party's top leaders, including U.S.
Sens. Mitch' McConnell and Jim
Bunning and party Chairwoman
Ellen Williams, have professed neutrality.
Fletcher's major opponents for
the nomination are Nunn, a state
representative from Glasgow, and
Rebecca Jackson, the former clerk
and judge-executive of Jefferson
County.
Also on the ballot is state Sen.
Virgil Moore of Leitchfield, who
has run a limited campaign and has
running mate problems of his own.
Don Bell, the candidate for lieutenant governor on Moore's slate,
has disavowed the campaign and
refuses to take part.
Fletcher teamed up in December
with Bates, a McConnell protege
considered by many to be a rising
star in Kentucky Republican politics. Bates, an attorney, had just
managed McConnell's landslide reelection to a fourth term.

Bates moved to Oldham County
last year but had spent the six previous years in Alexandria, Va. He
worked for a law firm in
Washington, D.C., then joined
McConnell's Senate staff.
The Kentucky Constitution
requires candidates for governor or
lieutenant governor to be "citizens
and residents" of Kentucky for the
six years prior to election.
Bates' eligibility, was challenged
in a lawsuit by a University of
Louisville student, Curtis Shain, in
Oldham County Circuit Court. More
important, as it turned out, Nunn's
campaign joined in the suit in the
name of Nunn's running mate, Bob
Heleringer.
Oldham County Circuit Judge
Paul Rosenblum declared__J3ates
ineligible on March 26. Bates did
not appeal, enabling Fletcher to
quickly replace him with Pence,
who resigned as U.S. attorney for
the western half of the state.
Heleringer then initiated a separate challenge to Fletcher's candidacy in Franklin County Circuit Court.
But Graham_ ruled in Fletcher's
favor, saying Heleringer failed to
prove that Fletcher knew beforehand that Bates did not meet residency requirements.
Of the other Republican candidates, Jackson said she was "glad
this is over. The voters are the real
winners because it will be settled in
the court of public opinion." A call
to Moore was not returned.
One of the state's most influen-

Concerning Health
TREATING OBESITY WITH THE
LAP-BAND:A NEW ALTERNATIVE
Please join us for a free
educational seminar on
New options and surgical
treatment of obesity.

Date: Monday,
May 12,2003
Time:6 p.m.
Lafayette Room
Paris Travelers Inn
(formerly Best Western)

1297 East Wood Street
Paris, TN

ti al
Republicans,
Senate
President
David Williams
of Burkesville.
said Nunn "has
done himself
irreparable
damage."
"This was
Nunn
just an attempt
to get publici-ty," Williams said in a telephone
interview. "He thought he could
take Congressman Fletcher out. And
if he had taken him out, Rebecca
Jackson would have beaten him."

753-TAXI
Radio Cab
Always A FREE RIDE
To And From
The Bull Pen

&Di
Lunch
Mon -Fri.
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Fine Dining and Entertainment
on the Court Square

E .BULL PE

Dinner
Mon.-Thurs.
4-10 p.m

Steaks & Spirits
Est.

Fri. & Sat.
4-12 a.m.

110 S. 5th St. • Murray • 759-5030

Storewide Mother's Day Speciats!

For Your Convenience

10% Off Gifts & Fountains - S10.95 Flowering Baskets and More!

Lagniappe's
quality plants are sold
exclusively at

jp.g,niappe
N.LIK
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"That little something extra"

/
1
4
5% KINN RD.ICORNER Of N.1611111 POOR FARM RD kIl.RR.Vi .759-0690
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-6; San 1-4

on the south side
of Murray.

SEARS
ALL LAWN & GARDEN
ON SALE,
PLUS 0% TIL NOV. 2003
ON ALL TRACTORS

This Seminar Will
Provide Valuable
Information On:
• Who is a Candidate?
• Morbid Obesity and the
use of the Lap-Band as a
surgical aid in the
treatment of this
potentially life-threatening
condition

Presented By:

Dr. Raymond Compton
General Surgeon
To register, or to receive
more information or
directions to the seminar
please call:
731-644-FIND (3463)
or 1-800-246-2508.
Ray Compton, M.D.

HC HENRY COUNTY

MC MEDICAL CENTER
301 Tyson Avenue • Paris, TN 38242 • 731-642-1220

Sale $1099.99
Save $300.'

Sale $1599.99

Sale $1999.99

Save $400.0°

Save $400.'

Craftsman® 18 HP Lawn Tractor.
Briggs & Stratton® Engine
42" EZ3 Deck, Cast Iron Front Axle
Model 27275 (6 speed)
Reg. $1399.99
Model 27276 (Automatic Transmission)
Reg. $1599.99 Sale $1299.99

Craftsman® 25 HP Deluxe Lawn Tractor.
Briggs & Stratton® V-Twin Engine
42" Deck with 4 Gauge Wheels. Cast Iron
Front Axle and 4 Gallon Fuel Tank
Model 27345(6 speed)
Reg. 51999.99
Model 27346 (Automatic Transmission)
Reg. $2249.99 Sale 51849 99

Craftsman® 22 HP Garden Tractor.
Briggs & Stratton® V-Twin Engine
50" Vented Deck. Electric Clutch.
Large 23" x 9.5" Rear Turf
•
Saver Tires
Model 27597(6 speed

•Ophonol 2 8,n
Bagger 524979
Peg $28999
Sole 5259 99

401
Owned &
Operated
by
Opal Hart

Sale
$149.99
Save
S20.'
ner
•-•

912S 12th St.
Murray, KY
Bel-Air Center
753-2310
Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 12-5

Sale Prices Good From
May 8-11, 2003

Craftsman® 4.5 HP
Side Discharge
Push Mower
22" Mulch
Ready Deck
Model 38736
Reg. S169.99
44(MIZEIZI
.
Zriles
1
• rir-r
•
11111 vim t.
il. rime cto.st• flo Itttttte•.

Reg. $2399.99

Sale
$269.99
Save
$40.'
Craftsman@ 6 5 HP
Self Propelled
Front Wheel Drive
Rear Bag Mower
21" Deck
Model 37836
Reg $30999
,
,Inie APr.
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Virtue is as
virtue does
If I - were a betting man. I would
wager the demons in hell are rejoicing over the news that William
Bennett has been outed as a gambler. His critics,
who never liked
imposing a
moral code on
themselves and
,o rejected the - idea that Such a
code was good
for anyone else,
are celebrating
what they perCal's
ceive to be a
Thoughts vindication of
By Cal Thomas their position.
Syndicated
That attitude
Columnist
was expressed in
a column by
Michael Kinsley
in the Ma v 5 14.ashingtan Psi:
• "Sinners have long cherished the
fantasy that William Bennett, the
‘irtue magnate. might he among
our number." It is peculiar when
liberals refer to "sin," a:diagnosis
for human depravity they long
abandoned, replacing it with "dysfunctional" to explain why we seem
incapable of perfecting ourselves.
Kinsley and others argue that
Bennett's gambling habit was "victimless." But no person exists in a
vacuum. Our personal behavior creates ripples that touch other lives.
Bennett has a family
his own
and a larger "family" of people who
have been positively influenced by
his secular sermons, as well .as our
culture that needs voices like his to
respond to those whose behavior
and "preaching" have led to societal
deviance..
Bennett admits to wagering a lot
of money over several years
'..,•v-vii•eek and Washington
.t1ralily magazine claim it was $8
million, which his wife, Elayne,
'denies to USA Today), but he says
he did not gamble "the milk
money."
- Gambling is a vice, which
Bennett now realizes, and he has
pledged not to gamble any more.
He should also give up his "penny
pO'ker" game, because,just as an
alcoholic must not have an "occasional" beer, neither can a problem
gambler play for lesser stakes and
not he hooked again.
Kinsley's primary objection to
Bennett. after indulging in the fun
of clucking over another "fallen"
moraliier. is that Bennett is "smug,
disdainful i and) intolerant." No
more so than the people who have
"imposed" their immorality on the
rest of us through the media and the
courts.
Telling people they ought to stop
doing certain things and start doing

other things is not the way to win
friends, but a prophet, who speaks
the thoughts and standards of others, can never have winning friends
as his primary objective, not if he is
to influence people.
Most of the Psalms were written
by King David. David had an affair
with a married woman named
Bathsheba.:He_vrdt.red her husband
Uriah, sent to the front lines_ ,
because David knew Uriah would
be killed. She was pregnant at the
time with•David's child. Still. God
used David, after he repented. to
produce some of the most beautiful,
profound and, yes, "virtuous,"
words ever written.
If the standard is that one must be perfect in order to speak or write
about man's fallen nature — or
about societal weaknesses — then
we would have no lawS' or morals at
all, because "all have sinned and
fallen short of•the glory of God"
(Romans 3:23), including those
who Write the laws to control us.
Every word in Scripture came from
the pen of a man who had sinned. It
is not how far short of the standard
anyone has fallen, but whence
comes the standard itself.
- Neither Bill Bennett nor I make
the rules or set the standard. Was
Bennett humble enough? Probably
not. Am I'? Absolutely not. Does
that dilute the power of the standard
we proclaim? Certainly not. Even
had Bennett been perceived as
humble, would that have mattered
to critics like Kinsley? Unlikely.
Mother Teresa was the most humble person I have ever met, but her
humility probably did not convert
many pro-abortionists to her point
of view.
• Bennett's enemies will use his
gambling problem as a kind of
reverse sermonizing, but what are
they going to do -7-• come out for
debauchery, chicanery and vice?
They pay homage to virtue by their
condemnation of Bennett, acknowledging that a standard for human
conduct does exist, otherwise it
wouldn't matter what he said or
did. ,
Like all of us, Bill Bennett suffers from certain vices. But that
does not override the virtues he has
proclaimed.

New Iraqi government could be up soon

By CHARLES J. HANLEY
AP Special Correspondent
BASRA,
(AP)— A "nucleus of leadership" in Iraq may be in
place within days to guide the
country through the decisive selection of an interim government, the
U.S. civil administrator said earlier
this week.
Iraq's third-largest city, Mosul,
is already moving ahead.
Representatives of its tribal and
ethnic groups named a cross-section of residents Monday to run
municipal affairs alongside the U.S.
military.
Facing a critical conference at
the end of May to try to establish
an interim national government,
five Iraqi leaders in the fight
against Saddam Hussein have been
consulting in recent days.
"The five oppbsition leaders
have begun having meetings. and
they are going to bring in leaders
from inside Iraq and see if we can't
form a nucleus of leadership as we
enter into June," said retired Lt.
Gen. Jay Garner, the American civil
administrator.
"By the middle of the month
you'll really see the nucleus of a
temporary Iraq government."
The five involved in the consultations are Kurdish leaders Jalal
Talabani and Massoud Barzani;
Ahmad Chalabi of the exiled opposition Iraqi National Congress; lyad
Allawi of the Iraqi National
Accord; and Abdul Aziz al-Hakim,
whose elder brother heads the
Shiite Muslim group Supreme
Council for Islamic Revolution in
Cal Thomas hosts "After Hours
Iraq.
"on Fox News Channel Saturdays
Other developments concerning
-at II p.m. ET Direc; all mailfor
Iraq:..
Cal Thomas to: Tribune Media '•—A top Iraqi scientist is in U.S.
Services, 435 N. Michigan Aye,
custody, according to Washington
Suite 1500, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
officials who suspect she has inforReaders may also leave e-mail at . mation about banned biological
WWW.calthomas.corn.
weapons. U.S.-educated Huda Salih
0 2003 TRIBUNE MEDIA Mahdi Ammash, detained Sunday,
SERVICES, INC. was designated the five of hearts in

the U.S. military's deck of cards.
month, opposition representatives
has been named the office's region—One day after coalition forces
have met twice under U.S. sponsor- al coordinator for Iraq's four southannounced Baghdad police were
ship to try to chart a political
east provinces -- a new,fourth
back on the beat, many officers
course for Iraq.
region in the structure. Salaries,
appeared Monday to have abanThe largest such conference, of
which most Iraqis have not s
doned their stations — often to the
perhaps 500 delegates, is expected
received
for weeks, were a prime
looters they were supposed to
by late May and is intended to
subject of both the hospital and
catch.
select an executive.leadership for
—Art experts and law enforcean "interim authority" that will
refinery visits.
ment officials started work Monday govern while Iraqis fashion a new
Emad Ehthan, an engineer at the
in Paris on providing police, traders constitution and then hold elecShueiba oil refinery, Iraq's secondand customs agents with a computtions.
largest, said Garner promised the
erized list of antiquities looted from
If a collective executive evolves,
staff $20 emergency payments like
Iraqi museums.
as some propose, Garner said he
those given some civil servants in
—Germany is withdrawing 140
didn't know how it would work.
soldiers from a Kuwait-based unit
"We've got to let the emerging
Baghdad, and said he might raise it
specialized in detecting nuclear,
leaders set a pattern," he said.
to $30.
biological and chemical warfare
As for Bremer's appointment as
At the poorly supplied Basra
that was reinforced during the Iraq
a civil administrator, a position that
General Hospital, director Dr.
war, the Defense Ministry said.
would appear to duplicate Garner's,
Mustafa Ali said the reconstruction
—Alarmed by reports of widethe retired general said it had
office also promised help with
spread looting at Iraq's main
always been envisioned that his
equipment, drugs and security, a
nuclear site, the head of the U.N.
own role would be short-term.
nuclear watchdog has asked the
Bremer will focus on the politics major problem in Iraqi cities in the
United States to let it send a misand Gamer on the rest of the recon- aftermath of the ,war.
sion to the facility, a spokeswoman
struction efforts, Garner said. He
"We hope all they have promsaid.
said he expects Bremer to arrive in
ised will be OK," Ali said.
Gamer said he expects the
Iraq by next week.
In Mosul, about 230 representaemerging leadership to include a
"I'll stay awhile. There's got to
the city's main families
tive.from
former foreign minister, Adnan
be a good handoff," he said.
Pachachi, and possibly a Christian
No time limit has been placed
and ethnic groups voted for mayor
and a Sunni Muslim leader.
on the reconstruction office's role
and 23 delegates to the 32-member
Some Iraqi politicians proposed
in Iraq. Some believe a freely elect- city council, said Fadhil Mirani,
that such a group form a collective
ed government could be in place in
one of the Kurdistan Democratic
executive, but Garner said he didn't two years; others think it will take
Party's representatives to the meetknow whether that would happen.
longer.
ing._—
Reviewing his office's performOf the Iraqi presidency, Gamer
Retired army-Gen. Ghanim alsaid,"I don't know if.it will be one -ance, Gamer told reporters that it
guy or five guys or three."
has done poorly in not quickly
Boso, an Arab, was selected as
Garner also said he expects the
establishing a broadcast television
mayor; a Kurd, Khasro Goran, was
newly appointed L. Paul Bremer, a
station to reach all Iraqis. Only a
chosen as deputy mayor; and an
longtime State Department official,
U.S.-run satellite station, accessible
ethnic Assyrian and an ethnic Turk
to take charge of the political side
to a few, is operating.
were selected as the mayor's assisof the U.S. postwar administration.
He also said the U.S. planners
Gamer, who arrived in Iraq two
failed to foresee probably the most -tants.
weeks ago as director of the Office
significant development in postwar
"The election went very smoothof Reconstruction and
Baghdad — the rampage of looting
ly," Mirani said by telephone. "This
Humanitarian Assistance, spoke
and arson that has devastated govis a very good example for Iraq."
with reporters during a one-day trip ernment buildings and some shops
Lt. Col. Ryan Gonsalves, a U.S.
to the southern city of Basra, where and homes.
commander in Yacht, said
military
he visited a hospital and oil refinery
During Garner's visit, officials
would be a "representacouncil
the
and met with local Iraqi leaders.
announced that Ole Woehlers
the
entire city of Mosul."
Since Saddam's ouster last
tion
from
Olsen, Danish ambassador to Syria,

Bush hopeful that another U.N. split on Iraq can be avoided
By JENNIFER LOVEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush
,administration is preparing to engage in
of the Iraqi people."
another U.N. showdown over its goals for
"We believe there is a mood to work
postwar Iraq. but the president sees reason
together to achieve a resolution that will
for optimism.
expedite the reconstruction of Iraq," Bush
Bush and other top members of his
said at a joint news conference forced
administration on Wednesday struck some
indoors, by spring thundershowers.'The
conciliatory, hopeful tones with a new Iraq
kind of atmosphere that existed prior to the
debate in the deeply divided international
war has changed and ... people now want to
body perhaps only days av.,ay.
work together for the good of the Iraqi peoSecretary of State Colin Powell, followple."
ing a meeting in New.York with U.N.
_Amax backedhis host — "Absolutely,"
Secretary-GenerarKofi Annan. Said the
—
he said — though be lacked Bush's certainU.S. effort would seek to bridge the
ty: "I hope it's true,"
Security Council rift opened by Bush's
The Bush administration could present
drive to force Iraqi President Saddam
the I5-member council with a resolution to
Hussein,from power.
lift international sanctions on Iraq as early
"Whatever happened in the past is in the
as Friday, a U.S. official said, speaking on
past." Powell said.
condition of anonymity. The White House
• Bush. appearing with Spanish Prime
said it wants action before the U.N.'s oilMinister Jose Maria Aznar at the White
for-food humanitarian program in Iraq
House, declared that diplomatic dispatches
expires at the beginning of next month.
describe an international community that
"Certainly you want to have this action
now wants "to work together for the good
done prior to June 3rd," Bush press secre-

Washington Today
tary Ari Fleischer told reporters.
Bush said the sanctions-removing resolution would be offered jointly — and soon
— by the United States, Britain and Spain.
He and Aznar urged its quick adoption.
"The regime that the sanctiong were
directed against no longer rules Iraq," Bush
said. "No country in 'good conscience can
support using sanctions to hold back the
hopes of the Iraqi people."
On Thursday, Bush was welcoming a
:raft of Iraq supporters to the White House.
He was meeting with Danish Prime .
Minister Anders Fogh Rasmussen, who has
agreed to send peacekeepers; the emir of
Qatar, Sheik Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani,
where U.S. war operations were based; and
the foreign ministers of the seven eastern
European nations preparing to join NATO,
six of them partners in Bush's Iraq coalition.
At the United Nations, there were signs
that the looming Iraq debate may end dif-

ferently than the last one, when Bush was
unable to win Security Council backing for
War.

Germany, a staunch war opponent, is not
insisting on "strict linkage" between the
removal of weapons of mass destruction
and the lifting of sanctions, a State
Department official said. German
Ambassador Wolfgang Ischinger told
reporters his country would not staild in the
way of a pragmatic solution.
France, which led anti-war opposition in
the Security Council, also indicated a cooperative stance. French Ambassador JeanDavid Levitte said his country wants "to
find the best possible solutions" for the
Iraqi people and said it was waiting to evaluate the U.S. approach.
Still, with the resolution not even
offered yet, there is hardly any guarantee
the path will be smooth.
Russia says sanctions can only be permanently lifted if, as U.N. resolutions
require, Iraq is certified to be free of
banned weapons of mass destruction, a senior U.S. diplomat said. Russia favors an

interim solution that merely suspends the
embargoes.
A draft Russian resolution would give
the United Nations control over Iraqi petroleum sales and future oil field development
until a new government is in place.
France also has circulated its own proposal against the U.S. position. It too suggests suspending sanctions and counsels
joint operations between U.S. and U.N.
weapons inspectors. The Bush administration is opposed to the return of U.N.
inspectors.
Bush ordered U.S. sancticos lifted
Wednesday:Humanitarian aiditincled by
the United States will now be allowed to
flow to Iraq and it will be to bring in equipment needed for Iraq's reconstruction.
The Security Council imposed sanctions
after Iraq invaded Kuwait in 4990. They
were modified in 1996 with the addition of
the oil-for-food program, which allows Iraq
to sell unlimited quantities of oil to pay for
humanitarian goods and reparations for the
first Gulf War.

Tornadoes leave two dead in Illinois
Imes-Miller
Funeral Home
& Crematory
753-7000
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Sue M. Tuttle
Sue M.Tuttle, 82,Albany, New York,formerly of Murray, died Monday,
May 5, 2003 at the Teresian House Nursing Home in Albany.
She was a receptionist for the Houston-McDevitt Clinic in Murray and
she was a member of the First Baptist Church.in Murray. She was born in
Calloway County on June 10, 1920 to the late Tazwell and Lois Irvan
Miller.
She was preceded in death by her husband Dr. Charles Tuttle who dies
in 1976 and one sister Mary Frances Moore.
She is survived by three daughters, Nancy Sutton and her husband Dale
of Coxsackie, New York, Janet Gerrain and her husband Frank of
Coxsackie, New York, and Cynthia Stone and her husband Philip of
Yorktown, Virginia; one son, Dr. Robert L. Jetton of Greenville, South
Carolina; one brother, Robert T. Miller and wife Ruth of Kirbyton, Ky.; 10
grandchildren and 16 great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be 10 a.m. Friday at Murray City Cemetery With
Dr. Wendell Ray officiating. Burial will follow at the Murray City
Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. tonight at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Vera Helen Applewhite
Vera Helen Applewhite, 90, Baton Rouge, died Tuesday, May 6, 2003,
at Baton Rouge General Medical Center.
She was a homemaker and member of the Church of Nazarene.
She was preceded in death by her parents, William Alvis Finney and
Mattie Augustus Houser, and one grandson.
She is survived by her sons Dennis Frey and wife Sharon of Newburg,
Ind. and Roger Starks and wife Gwen of Baton Rouge; two daughters,
Janice Thompson of Ventress, La. and Norma Piasecki and husband
Richard of New Smyrna, Fla.; two sisters, Nellie Ruth Finney of Baton
Rouge and LaDale Edwards of Murray;ten grandchildren and several great
and great gieat-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be at 10 am. Saturday at,Cole Cemetery in
Benton With the Dr. Dennis Frey officiating. '
No visitation is scheduled.

Federal agents being trained to
spot SARS symptoms, detain
WASHINGTON (AP) Thougands of customs and immi_
al homeland security workers are
being trained to spot symptoms of
SARS, and they have orders to
detain people with symptoms of the
highly contagious illness.
The training is part of the government's effort to prevent an outbreak in the United States of severe
acute respiratory syndrome.
Officials said travelers would be
detained if they had possible signs
of SARS, including high fever, dry
cough, breathing trouble, or if they
said they are experiencing these
symptoms. A public health official
would be summoned to give a medical evaluation.
Homeland Security Department
spokesman Dennis Murphy said 22
major U.S. airports, including
Kennedy International in New
Angeles
Los
and
, York
International, have public health
officials on site. Murphy did not
provide a list of the airports, but he

said others among them were
Seattle, Chicago, Miami and
Other airports, he said, have health
officials on call.
Murphy said he was not aware
of a traveler being detained against
his or her will for a suspected case
.of SARS as a result of his department's heightened vigilance.
Julie Gerberding, director of the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, said quarantine officials have been stationed at airports
for decades to detect disease and
are sensitive to the inconvenience
of detention. "We really do try to
be respectful of citizens rights,"
she told a House Energy and
Commerce subcommittee.
Robert Bonner,commissioner of
the department's Bureau of
Customs and Border Protection,
said special attention was being
given to passengers arriving into
the United States on 51 daily
flights from Asia, including Hong
Kong, Singapore and Beijing.

Former '007' Roger Moore
hospitalized in New York
NEW YORK (AP) - Roger
Moore, who starred in a string of
James Bond films, was recovering
in a hospital Thursday after collapsing during a stage performance, his assistant said.
Moore, 75,
fell
down
Wednesday during a dance number
in the second act of the comedy
"The Play What I Wrote," and was
taken to St. Luke's-Roosevelt
Hospital, said Gareth Owen,
Moore's assistant, in London.
Hospital officials and emergency personnel in New York
could not immediately confirm the
incident.
The New York City Fire
Department said only that EMS
personnel responded to the
Lyceum Theater at about 2:45 p.m.
Wednesday and transported an
unconscious patient to St. Luke'sRoosevelt Hospital.
"He had breathing difficulties
but he carried on with the show,"
Owen told Press Association, the
British news agency. "He is very
comfortable and doing well. I've
spoken to his agent and he's fine."
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MERMET, Ill. (AP)
Residents across southern Illinois
picked up what they could salvage
from their wrecked homes and
braced for more bad weather as tornadoes loomed in the forecast.
At least four tornadoes hit southern Illinois late Tuesday and early
Wednesday, killing two people,
injuring at least 20 and destroying
or damaging scores of homes in
three counties.
"It's a very, very rural area so the
damage is very spread out," said
Bill Burke, director of the Illinois
Emergency Management Agency.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich was considering declaring the region a state
disaster area.
In Mermet, the trailer of retired
hospice worker Mariam Houchins,
65, was wrapped around tree
trunks; her body was found in a
ravine. A few miles away in the
town of Grand Chain, Steve Kohn,
53, also died after a tornado damaged his house, said Pulaski County
Coroner Lisa Tarpley.
Between the lashing rain and
storms, residents of the Midwest
and Southeast were trying to clean
up. A deadly series of tornadoes
touched down across the region On
Sunday, leaving 40 people dead.
Tornadoes early Wednesday also
hit Texas, Georgia, northeast
Mississippi' and Downsville,• La.,
but no serious injuries were report- s
ed. High wind and heavy rain also
hit parts of Arkansas and Alabama,
where officials closed schools and
some churches canceled midweek
services.
Severe weather could return to
southern Illinois Thursday after-

His first James Bond film was
"Live and Let Die" in 1973, and he
went on to star in six other Bond
movies: "The Man with the Golden
Gun" (1974), "The Spy Who
Loved Me" (1977), "Moonraker"
(1979), "For Your Eyes Only"
(1981), "Octopussy" (1983) and
"A View to a Kill"(1985).
Before he became Bond, Moore
was well-known to television
viewers as Beau Maverick, the
English cousin of James Garner's
character on "Maverick," and as
detective Simon Templar in "The
Saint."

CHARLES REX ARBOGAST/AP Photo

TORNADO DAMAGE ... Brenda Crockett, right, removes some belongings from her home with
the help of family friend Jessica Williams, the morning after a tornado ripped through Massac
County near Mermet, Ill., in southern Illinois Wednesday, May 7, 2003. Crockett had climbed out
of her basement after a tornado leveled her house Tuesday night, just in time to see another
twister bearing down."There was nothing for me to do except lie down and grab the grass," said
Crockett, one of hundreds of people across rural, far southern Illinois hit by a cluster of tornadoes spinning through the Midwest.
noon, bringing heavy rain and more
tornadoes, said meteorologist Greg
Meffert-with the National Weather
Service in Paducah, Ky.
In eastern Tennessee, which has
been drenched by rain since
flooding
forced
Sunday,
Chattanooga residents to take emergency shelter as the Tennessee
River rose toward its highest level
in nearly 30 years. The Tennessee

Valley Authority said some 300 end's storms stood at 18 in
homes and other structures could be Missouri, 15 in Tennessee and
flooded and damages could,-reach seven in •Kansas. The last person
listed as missing in Pierce City,
$7 million.
Alabama Gov. Bob Riley Mo., turned up safe Wedoesday.
The Insurance Information
declared a state of emergency in
Jefferson County, which was del- Institute, a trade association based
uged by flooding and wind damage. in New York City, said Wednesday
More than 5 inches of rain fell at the the tornadoes that struck earlier in
the week could cost insurers at least
Birmingham airport in six hours.
The death toll from the week- $325 million.

olice say three men found
dead were from El Paso area
Jacobs said the bodies apparently
WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP) - said.
officials
had been in the river for about 12
State
Police
Kentucky
men
three
Texas
said
Police in
found shot to death in the Kentucky planned to release the identities of hours before they were found.
Coyle said it appeared they had
River last week were from the El the three men Thursday.
Kentucky Trooper Mike Coyle been killed in Kentucky, though he
Paso area.
An El Paso woman reported her declined to release information said a crime scene hail not yet been
husband missing on May 5, Capt. about the victims in advance of the found.
investigators
Wilkins , said
.Larry Wilkins of the El Paso County announcement. Wilkins said he did
Sheriff's Department told The not know the backgrounds of the haven't found any explanations as
to why the men were in Kentucky
men who were killed.
Courier-Journal.
Clark County Coroner David when they were killed.
The woman said her husband
had been gone for eight days. El
Paso is on the U.S.-Mexico border.
Kentucky State Police believe
1111
• • II •
l• •I • III •• 111 MEM
the bodies of the three men were II:11 • II ••• II •••••••••••
dumped into the river late on April
27. The next morning, two fishermen found one of the bodies floating, wrapped in a tarp in the river
near the Clark-Madison county line.
The other two bodies were found U.
later by state troopers.
Wilkins said once El Paso
deputies began inquiring among
other agencies about the.woman's
missing husband, they learned his
remains had been found in
Kentucky.
"We determined that the person
who is missing is one of the individuals involved in the triple murder," Wilkins said.
Police soon learned that the other
two victims were also from the
greater El Paso area, Wilkins said.
No missing person reports had been
filed in connection with them, he
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competitive alternatives to other savings
plans The initial guaranteed rate is
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POTTS'

Mother's Day Headquarters For Hanging Baskets
Bedding Plants, Wave Petunias, Zonal Geraniums
Mixed Bowls & Wire Baskets
Weekdays 2-6 p.m. - Sat. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
1107 Potts Road
(1 mile off Huy. 121 between Stella and Coldwater)

•

▪ This Mother's Day, treat Mom to Sirloin Stockade! •
•
•
•ais
E•
U
••
Bel-Air Center • Hwy.641 South • 753-0440
•

Paintless Hail Damage Repair
* NO PAINTING
• NO BONDO
• NO MISMATCHED PAINT
I' WRITTEN WARRANTY

• FREE ESTIMATES
'ONE DAY SERVICE IN MOST CASES
• OPENINGS NOW
•10% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD

Located Beside Mathis Transmission 513-0 South 12th Street

(270)832-0334 • Toll Free 1-888-314-9871•(270)339-1471

HOME OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Our best investment is you.
STOCK MARKET
prices as of 9 a.m. REPORT
Dow JonesInd. Avg. -8517.13 43.50
42 78 + 0.11
Air Products
71 24 + 0.07
Anthem
13.18 - 0.15
AOL Time Warner
16.17 - 0.30
AT&T
25 79 • 0.08
Bell South
45.99 - 0.19
Briggs & Stratton
25.53 - 0.32
Bristol Nt)ers Squibb
52.83- 0.50
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp. 66.61 - 0.04
32.40 - 0.42
Daimler Chrysler
42.35- 1.90
Dean Foods
3537 - 0.04
Exxon-Mobil
9.92 - 0.08
Ford Motor
28.67 .0.18
General Electric
.35.85 • 0.13
Genera', Motors
GlaxoSmithRline ADR -41.06 - 0.84
15.71 - 0.24
Good rich
6 .0.28
Goody ear
15.03 B 15.24 A
HopFed Banc*
.86.24 • 0.44
IBM
43.46 - 035
Ingersoll Rand
18.94 • 0.22
Intel
14 05 • 0.28
Kroger
2247 + 0.16
Mattel
17 21 .0.18
McDonalds
1832 - 0.23
Merck
25 86 0.13
Microsoft
17.50 0.10
JC Penney
43 25 .0.06
Prpsico Inc.
11.92 + 0.07
Mier, Inc.
1830- 034
Schering-Plough
17 63• 037
Sears
28.62- 0.08
Union Planters
.22.55- 0.28
IS Bancorp
UST
3131 - 0.21
34.95.0.13
%Nal-N1ar1
Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366•800-444 -1854
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m M-F

The Boston-Ewing
Investment Group
40eHILLIARD

LYONS

JAB HILLIARD, WA. LYONS. INC
MEMOIR KW MN STOOL EXCI40011 ANO
•Hditard Lyons it markel mak,
stnc

,cnc -pore uncharged
Adds1514•41ontotenaign aua.iable On rn4oto0
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Communi
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Friday a day to thank our
child care providers

Photo pruvided

CONTEST WINNERS...Winners of the annual Middle and High
School music contest by the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club were, from left, Nolan Jackson, Bradley Black,
Patrick Hughes, Alexandria Farris and Sarah Simmons.

Music Department announces winners
The Musk; -- Department Or the
Murray Woman's Cliib sponsored
its annual contest for contestants
from middle school and high
school.
Winners were announced as follows:
Nolan Jackson and Sarah
Simmons, voice; and Bradley
Black, Patrick Hughes and
Alexandria Farris, piano.
Judges for the contest were
oi and ianet
Lgair Cdiii, Mat ic
Finch.

Hinte-sses for the : social hour-were Mary Ann Russell, Neva Grey
Allbritten, Norma Paschall, Jan
Wilson and Judith Hill.
The department will have an
open meeting on Tuesday, May 20.
Entertainment will be by members
of the department. The public is
invited.
Serving as hostesses in May will
be Sally DuFord, Mary Shipley, Pat
Conner, Teresa Enoch, Shirley
enstrum, Juan —Nifferregger and
Nancy Stalls.

THETA MEETING...Isaac Coe. top right, administrator. and
Catherine Sivills, director of marketing. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, top left, gave an overview with slides of the
plans for the local hospital at the April meeting of the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club Hostesses were,
bottom photo, from left, Nettie Bennett Teresa Butler and
Maxine Scott.

T

E. IRO

It will be open pickers and singers night for Glory Bound Entertainment
tonight from 7-9 p.m. at the Glory Bound Coffee House, east of Ryan Milk
Company. There is no admission, but a love offering will be taken. This is
an outreach ministry of Goshen United Methodist Church.

Tourism commission hosting event tonight
The Murray Tourism Commission is hqsting a reception to honor Murray
Tourism Week and National Tourism Week. The reception is set for the
Murray Room of the RSEC from 5-7 p.m. with a special presentation at
5:30 p.m. All are invited.

MES council to meet Friday
Murray Elementary School's Site-Based Council will meet in closed session May 9 at 3:30 p.m. at MES. The matter is for personnel. An open session will follow.

Meeting for MMS promotion night set
A meeting is scheduled Monday, May 12, at 4 p.m. in the MMS atrium
for those interested in helping with 8th Grade Promotion Night at Murray
Middle School. Promotion night will be held May 29 at 6 p.m.. Those interested in helping monetarily to cover food and drinks may contact Kathie
Pierce or MMS. Remaining money will be placed in an account for the
Class od 2007 for expenses during their high school years.

The Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Council will meet
Monday, May 12, at 3:30 p.m. in the media center. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

Mother's Day Homecoming at church
The annual Mother's Day Homecoming at New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal
Church is set for May 11 at 10:30 a.m. Donations for the cemetery up keep
will be accepted. Donations may be sent to Shirley Jones, 177 Hico Rd.,
Murray, KY 42071.

IRON FURNITURE & POTTERY
Friday, Saturday, Monday 9-5 • Sunday 2 til 4

Glory Bound program is tonight

CCMS council to meet Monday

L-

OPEN MAY 9 - 12

Child care organizations nationwide have joined
together to declare Friday, May 9, to be Child Care
Provider Appreciation Day. Local children's organizations, public officials, parents, grandparents, and
community citizens to honor their child care
providers for their hard work and dedication to our
children.
Over 7,000 children in the Purchase area, or one
in five, are enrolled in one of the 150 state-approved
child care settings in the area. By calling attention to
the importance of high quality Child care services for
Jo's
all children and families, local groups hope to
Datebook improve the quality and availability of child care
By Jo Burkeen services.
Community Editor
Parents and grandparents with children in child
care are encouraged to take this day to show their
provider how much they appreciate them. For more information about
Child Care Provider Appreciation Day or about starting a child care
business, contact Beth Carrico at the PADD office by calling 270-2477171 or 1-877-352-5183.

Need Line has moved, lists needs

Trucklca:'
In This Week'

Need Line has moved and now resides at 607 Poplar St. A. Its hours are
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through Friday. The phone number is 753-6333.
The agency also has listed needs'of food (pork and beans, crackers, tuna,
carrots, peanut butter, spinach and kraut)and hygiene and cleaning supplies
(bleach, bath tissue, dish liquid and toothpaste).

v

Mother's Day Special: 10% Off Baker's Racks & Arches
"Large, Outdoor Pots'New Items in Shabby Chic
L
'Large Gazebos 'Candelabras (Available For Rent) )
'Outdoor Iron-Railed Bridge (Great!)
Lake Hwy. 79 N., tarn right at Trollinger's BBQ and
storage bldgs. On Lakeway Circle Paris, TN

Photo provided

SPECIAL AWARDS...Named for special awards by the
Murray Woman's Club were, from left, Teresa Butler, volunteer of the year, and Martha Craton, clubwoman of the year.
Not pictured is Rhonda Perry, newcomer of the year.

Need Line golf tourney is planned
Need Line will hold its fundraising golf tournament on Friday, May 16,
at the Murray Country Club. For firms or individuals who wish to sponsor,
the cost is $50. Players are welcome. Those interested should contact 7536239, 759-1220 or Need Line.

GM Scout Cookout next week
If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call KATHRYN OUTLAND
AT 753-3079
OR
SYLVIA SANERT
• AT 759-9219
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying,"We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
Over 50 years!

Highland Park reunion May 23
Everyone Who is familiar with
Calloway County's history knows
that many Calloway Countians went
to Detroit to find work during the
DepressiOn. :Most of them maintained contact with their roots and
many returned here upon retirement.
It was a natural progression of
events to begin getting together to
reminisce about their days in
Michigan. This was particuliarly

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE!!
FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
and NURSES UNIFORMS

30/0

All Merchandise
Regular Discount Prices!

true about those who settled in the
Detroit suburb of Highland Park and
attended Highland Park Free Will
Baptist Church. Thus, the Ole
Highland Park Reunion was begun
more than 20 years ago.
This year's reunion will be held
May 23 at Pagliai's Restaurant in
Murray. Conversation and visitation
begin at 6 p.m. with meal at 6:30.
Rev. Raymond Riggs, long-time
pastor of the church, will be in
attendance.
The event attracts many from out
of the area who still live in
Michigan or have moved to other
locations. Reservations are requested and can be made by calling 7538537.

life insurance
needs larger than what
you tan pay today?
Are your

The Girl Scout Leader/Daughter Cookout will be Monday, May 12, at
6:30 p.m. in the Girl Scout Cabin and Pavilion. Food will be provided.
Those attending are asked to bring a lawn chair. Call 759-2996 to RSVP.

WOW Lodge 728 meeting set
WOW Lodge 728 will hold its regular meeting at the Woodman Youth
Camp May 12 at 6 p.m. Each member is asked to bring a small item or monetary donation that can be sent overseas to someone in the military.

Senior citizen luncheon is set
The annual senior citizen luncheon will be Saturday, May 10, at the
Hazel Community Center. All seniors from the Hazel community are invited. Doors open at 11:30 a.m. with lunch served at noon. The event is sponsored by the Hazel Woman's Club. '

Homemakers sponsoring trip
The Calloway County Homemakers are sponsoring a trip to the Southern
Women's Show in Nashville, Tenn., on May 15. The trip is open to anyone.
The Southern Women's Show features fashion shows, cooking shows,
health screenings, and many other things of interest to women. The cost is
$30 which- includes transportation and admission to the show. For more
information contact the Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452.

Lions' circus scheduled for Friday
The Murray Lions Club is sponsoring the Kelly Miller Circus, coming to
the Calloway County Fairgrounds on Friday, May 9 for two shows at 4:30
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Tickets at the gate are $10 for adults and $6 for children.
Proceeds from the circus will be benefit local Family Resource Centers _

Think Again.
Ryan Edwards

Off

New Mbek Life
Insurance
Company
(270) 753-2007
211 Maple St., Murray

MEN'S SHOES • NURSES' UNIFORMS

Tuesday, May 13th
We Have Remodeled To Better Serve You,
Adding A Salad Bar and Much More!
Open 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. Tues.-Sat.
puto

Open Monday - Saturday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

412 MAIN STREET • DOWNTOWN MURRAY • 753-9419

GRAND RE-OPENING

The Company You Keep

e55enhatt5
1674 STATE Rom

121 Norm • MURRAY, KY • 753-2348
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Writer'sPotpourri
Wsiter's Potpourri will be
Saturday, May 10, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library. Charlie York is acting as
director.
All interested writers are invited
to attend.
Some of the poems written by
the participants have been released
as follows:
GOD LENDS THEM TO US
By Wilma J. Sanders
They are not mine but Yours
They're small a little while
They do things that upset us
Other things that make us smile
Those times pass swiftly onward
Then they are our memories
We look back fondly on them
Of this most will agree
And our lives all pass like vapors
They are so quickly gone
Then Lord, You call your children
And we all must go on "Home."
TO MY LOVE
By Linda M. Siebold
Bluer is the sky,
Sparkling is the sea,
Sunny is the day
When you've smiled at me.
Greener is the grass,
Leaves of bush and tree,
Happier this lass
When you've smiled at me.
Beautiful are the stars
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By Charlie York

After set of sun
If you're smiling, still,
When the day is done
Because I love you.

every day
the more it escapes and runs
away
for a short time I begged to stay
with people and not to fly away
to linger with us and not to go
away
then I wonder and say
did peace betray us or did we it
betray
until we find the answer let me
say
we should work for peace day
after day

PRETEND
By Dorothy Locke Inman
When I was just a child,
I pretended I was grown and big.
I would pretend I was a farmer
and I would dig and dig and dig.
I pretended I was an astronaut
soaring high in the sky.
Pretended I was in the Air Force
for my country I would fly.
Pretended I could drive a big rig
drive from place to place_
That I was in the Indy 500
and I won the greatest race.
Pretended I was a white capped
nurse
who with others I'd share,
Love and caring for others,
A long side Doctors that cared.

GRANDPA WAITED
By Mane Jarrett
He waited at the bus stop

FORGOTTEN WAR ZONE
By Charles E. York
War is torment even when
credit is given
Ask the young braves who
Arrived untimely in Heaven.
In a forgotten place
In a far off land.
A god forsaken
Theater of command
Water filled foxholes
Leaches and disease.
Swollen with jungle rot
Up to the knees.
These soldiers came home
Without fan far or band.
Why who ever heard
Of that far off land.
This memory remains
In my mind today.
I was one of the soldiers
In that land far away.
You hear Vietnam
Their story's well known.
But nothing of Burma
The forgotten war zone.

Stephanie E. Finch, Ouintin TorreII
Hall, Jordan -E,-Kelleher, Lucas W.
Mathis, Nathan McCoy, Lauren F.
Peal, John W. Rail, Katie L.
Wagoner, Heather L. Waters and
Brandon L. Wells.
12TH GRADE
All As
Lacy Jane Alderdice, Edward S.
Baust, Courtney N. Burgess, Carley
E. Faughn, Elizabeth Jane
Johnson, Abigail Elizabeth Kimmel,
Meghan R. King, Lacey A. Latimer,
William Caleb Mathis_
David Philip Montgomery, Angela

K. Oliver, Nathan M. Penniston,
James L. Quertermous, Kathryn E.
Smith, Jessica B. Wilburn, Summer
P. Williams and Allyson M.
Zimmerman.
All As and Bs
Jarrod T. Al-Alou, Trevor J.
Anderson, Christine M. Bailey,
Aaron P. Bergquist, Jennifer
Christine Bothwell, Todd Ryan
Broker, Rhett D. Clark, Heather N.
Coombs, Shannon E. Coursey,
Allison R. Cross, Sara J.
Cunningham,
Kyle L. Dean, Audrey J.

GOD'S WAY
By Lenda Easley
God watched over me, I know
He did
Today, yesterday and through
the years
Through the good times and the
bad
Through the sunny and the sad
Oh yes, God was with me, all the
way
I wonder how He does it, but
that's His job
Through the lives of so many it's
a wonder if any
Someday I stop to think just how
many
But only He knows that answer
today.

DAY AFTER DAY
By Anisa Mahfoud
Day after day and year after year
I worked for peace without any
fear
all my life I worked for peace
I talked about it even with little
nephew and niece
every day I say: "may be tomorrow or after tomorrow"
there will be peace on Earth
after war and sorrow
but the more I chase peace

For her school's return
She grabbed his hand
geodes, pine cone, dewberries
along the path to the house
First they found
A dogwood blossom
A fossil and a fern
She ran homeward
yelling see what
treasures granddad
and I earned.

Photo provided

AARP viEETING...Holly Webb, right, executive director of
the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross,
accepts a donation from the Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter
of AARP with Dorothy Higginbotham, treasurer, making the
presentation. Webb, guest speaker at the April meeting of
the AARP Chapter, told about the various services and programs of the Red Cross Chapter and urged members to
become volunteers when possible.

HonorRoll
*leather J. Ferguson, 4manda C.
'
I -Haugen, Mackenzie Z. Hoffman,
Rachel S. Klapper, Laura Kathryn
Mitchell and Breatma D. Volp.
All As and Bs
NINTH GRADE
Ian E. Arbogast, Zachary
All As
Chance Baker, Whitney Jo Bogard,
Austin Emerson Carter, Callie E.
Susan C. Broughton, Kaci L.
Dowdy, Megan LuAnne Duckworth,
Carpenter, Austin D. Cohoon,
Leanne C. Hewlett, Michael Miao,
Ashley B. Fannin, Natasha L.
Caleb P. Roberts and Brent M.
Garland, Tyler D. Geib, Sara J.
White.
Mateja, Matthew G. McNutt,
All As and Bs
John Raynor Moore IV, Gerry B.
Justin N. Arnold, Todd S. Buck,
Muuka, Ralisha V. Oliver, Stephen
Charles L. Costello, Angela Teresa
E. Parker, Jonathan J. Raj, Alison F.
DeBella, Amy Denham, Kelly L
Rashid, Chelsea L. Riggins,
Dick, Christina R. Dunn, Kent
Matthew J. Schwartz, Morgan
Lovett Erwin, Rachel C. Garrison,
Grace
Williams and Rachael M.
Alex J. Gustafson, Ellen J. Hayman,
Williams.
Lindsey Brooke Hays, Latika C.
11TH GRADE
Hudspeth, Andrew Thomas Kilby,
All As
Elijah M. Kingins, Julie B. Phillips,
Megan
L. Black, Bretton H.
Peggy E. Ray, Megan L. Snow,
Brown, Ryan S. Cobb, Sharina D.
Maggie J. Tate, Zakari M. Taylor.
Gibson, Haley E. Hart, Allison J.
Bobby Russell Wall and SeonKipphut, Melissa June Loveridge,
Yeong Yang.
Emily R. Seay and CharIsle R.
10TH GRADE
Young.
All As
All As and Bs
Stephanie L. Bailey, Carl A.
Lindsey
M. Barnett, Christopher
Benson, Cynthia A. Blalock,
N. Bradley, Lauren E. Clemson,
Elizabeth A. Bogal-Allbritten, Seth
Julie Diane Denham, Kyle A. Erwin,
B. Darnell, Isabel A. Duarte-Gray,
Niurray High School has
released the honor KAI .for the third
nine weeks of school a's follows:

Visit Our Showroom

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
50+ Years of Combined Service
2 Full-Line Tech • Full-Time Parts Dept.

212 East Main St.•

ATTENTION MIAS a CMS
CLASS OF 2003
If you DID NOT have your senior
Allison's
at
made
picture
Photography and want to be
included in the 2003 edition of the
Murray Ledger & Times Graduation
Section, please bring a photo (with
your full name and school on the
back) to our office or to your
school office by May 15, 2003.

1-911:e.t.

Ti-he

A GIFT SHOP

ANNUAL PANCAKE BREAKFAST
Saturday, May 10, 2003
6 a.m. to 10 a.m.
First Baptist Church
Fellowship Hall

4

Unique Gifts
Christmas Items
Garden Gear
Bridal Registry
Gourmet Coffee

306 Main St. - Hazel, KY - 270-492-8900

ALL PROCEEDS
GO TO
SERVICE PROJECTS.

"SERVICE ALL BRANDS.
Vo'4

Murray Kiwanis Club

Adult Plate — $4.00
Children 12 & Under — $2.00

"Your Authorized GE Sholocust, Dealer'.
3.2 Cu. tt
capacity
washer

Ferguson, Gaston K. France, Holly
J. Gibbs, Tyler N. Harper, Leslie B.
Hatfield, Anna K. Hill, Lauren E.
,Hines, Thomas Chase Lambert,
Elizabeth R. Leggett, Jennifer
Alisha Mathis, Kimberly I. McClure,
Amy Ann Page,
Gina Nicole Pfannerstill, Brittney
L. Ray, John Blake Rayburn, Leslie
B. Schwettman, Sherrie M. Sexton,
Shannon Lame Shelby, Sarah C.
Simmons, Lorne M. Stanfa, Austin
D. Swain, John H. Trevathan,
Michelle &Underwood and
Stephanie A. Woods.

NOW OPEN

753-1586

'HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

fling Hills
arser

I VISA

Terrifi Savings On Our Finest Custom Upholstery!
NORWAIJK
r
I
immenewating

& Gifts

'Mother's Day gifts galore
*Hanging Baskets
*Rhododendron
*Roses
*Mandevilla
*Garden Gifts

*Sloggers
*Fountains
*Candles
*Windchimes
*Garden Flags

HAPPY HOUR
FRIDAY 4-7 P.M.

15°./0 OFF STOREWIITE
Terrific savings for a limited time!
Open Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5

\

40
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With these limited time markdowns, it's the perfect time to
redecorate your living room. We have dozens of quality crafted custom seating pieces at
our lowest prices of the season! Choose your favorite styles in over 1,000 fabrics and
leathers. We'll have them custom tailored and ready for delivery in just 35 days.,
All this and great savings too. Hurry sale ends May 19th. Financing Available
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WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING"
103 South 3rd St. • Downtown Murray • 753-3621
'
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for this position since playing for coach
Staff Report
(Johnny) Reagan.
Murray Ledger & Times
Former Murray State catcher Rob
"I'm thrilled at this opportunity. I love
McDonald has been named as the Thor- the university, I love the baseball pro
oughbreds' seventh head gram and I love the community. (Mur
baseball coach, the ray) is a great place to raise our family
school announced this and this is just a great opportunity."
morning.
McDonald served as the associate head
McDonald, 42, will coach at Memphis from 1993 to 2000,
take over the 'Breds' directing the top offense in the nation in
reins from long-time 1994 (10.24 runs per nine innings).
coach Mike Thieke, who
The Tigers won three Conference USA
has elected to retire fol- championships during McDonald's tenure
lowing the 2003 season at Memphis. As the associate head coach,
after 10 years at the
he formulated and introduced all instrucMcDonald
MSU helm.
tion for the position players. Eleven of
"It's a dream come true." McDonald
his former players went on to play Major
said. "I feel like I've prepared myself
League Baseball.

SAN ANTONIO (AP) —
Shaquille O'Neal and the Los Angeles Lakers are going home in an
unfamiliar position — thoroughly
embarrassed and down 2-0 to the
San Antonio Spurs.
"We're_ in a_dangerous spot."
O'Neal said Wednesday night after
the Lakers' 114-95 loss in Game
2. "But this team can bounce back.
e now ave o fl e care o usiness in Los Angeles."
The three-time defending champions hadn't lost the first two
games in any of their 13 postseason series since San Antonio
swept them in 1999.
San Antonio knows the series,
which resume Friday night in Los
Angeles, is far from over despite
the Game 2 trouncing, in which
the Spurs led by as many as 33
points in the second half.
"We have to go (into Game 3)
with the same energy," Spurs forward Tim Duncan said. "We did
our part keeping home court. We
have to focus on the first game
and really put the pressure on
their shoulders."
Also Wednesday night, New
Jersey beat Boston 104-95 to take
a 2-0 series lead. The other conference semifinals
resume tonight, with Philadelphia
at Detroit, and Sacramento at Dallas. Detroit and Sacramento lead
1-0.
Bruce Bowen, whose main mission in the series is to defend
Kobe Bryant, led the Spurs in
scoring with a career playoff-high

• BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) —A Western Kentucky
University committee decided
Wednesday that former point
guard Patrick Sparks may transfer to any school he chooses
as long as it's not a member
of the Sun Belt Conference.
The decision in Sparks'transfer appeal overturned the athletics department's restrictions
on his transfer. Sparks was previously barred from accepting
a scholarship from any school
on Western's schedule in the
next two seasons.
Sparks said he was very
happy with the committee's
decision but also said he is
not close to deciding which
school he will transfer to.
"I just wanted the opportunity to go anywhere and 1 didn't want to have any restrictions on it." Sparks told the
Daily News of Bowling Green.
"I had to go through this —
even though I didn't want to
— but it was just something
I had to do. One of those schools
might be the place for me."
The committee heard from
both Sparks and Western Athletics Director Wood Selig for
:approximately 50 minutes and
'then deliberated for 20 min
utes before reaching its decision.

i

27 points. He was 7-of-8 from 3point range and 10-for-12 overall.
At the other end, Bowen
harassed Bryant into a subpar shooting performance.
"It's the best game I've had as
an _NBA player." said Bowen, who
averaged 5.6 points in his previous seven playoff games this year.
"My main focus was defense
might ----Kuhe;--being -whois, was going to come out aggressive tonight and try to take over
the game."
The game became lopsided earl)
and stayed that way, with Bryant
and O'Neal watching most of the
fourth quarter from the bench.
O'Neal and Bryant each scored
27 points, but Bryant was 9-of24 from the field.
O'Neal had four fouls, three of
them offensive, which prompted
Lakers coach Phil Jackson to criticize the referees, as he did after
San Antonio's narrow victory in
Game 1.
"What he's doing he's done his
whole career," Jackson said of
O'Neal's physical play on offense.
"They're taking away his game:"
But Jackson added that it's up
to his 350-pound center to adapt.
"He has to adjust his game if he
wants to stay on the floor."
No team would be happier than
the Spurs to be the ones to knock
out the Lakers. Los Angeles has
defeated San Antonio in the playoffs the past two seasons, sweeping them in 2001 and winning 41 a year ago.

Junior College and is a former head coach degree from Mississippi State in 1992.
at Union County High School.
While at MSU, McDonald was a catchOver the last year, McDonald worked er for the 'Breds from 1982-84, hitting
Staff Report
as the director of baseball for Opportu- .319 in his senior season.
Murray Ledger & Times
nity Through Baseball — a Denver, Colo.,
"We had an intensely thorough search,"
The Murray State Thoroughbreds have
based
organization,
where
said
he
implementMSU athletics director E.W. Dennisigned pitcher/third baseman James Akin
ed baseball instruction for 50 athletes select- son. "We had 101 people apply for the
to a scholarship.
ed • in conjunction with Major League job, and they came from every level of
A native of Hopkinsville. Akin was
Baseball in six major market areas.
coaching. We feel that we have the absolute
a Kentucky Junior All-Star last season
A nationally-recognized baseball clini- best person for the 'job.
at Christian County High School. He
cian, McDonald has been the featured
"Rob has done it all ... He is a qualwas hitting .517 through last week with
speaker
at
several
presentations.
He
has
ity
coach. For Murray _ State to be .able
three home runs.
also published a "Catching Skills and Drills" to hire someone with his credentials is
McDonald, who was also involved with instructional video and "Collegiate Base- fantastic."
marketing and- fund-raising at Memphis, ball's Outline for Coaching Catchers."
McDonald and his wife, the former
McDonald, a Lincoln, Ill. native, earned Fawn Wells(MSU, 1985), have three chilalso served as a graduate assistant coach
at Mississippi State (1990-92). Prior to a bachelor of science degree from Mur- dren, Amanda, 9; Grant, 7; and Rachel,
that, he was head coach at Lincoln (III.) ray State in 1984 and earned a master's 6.

MSU signs Akin

DAVID j PHILLIP AP

CROWDED LANE ... The Lakers Kobe Bryant loses the ball as he is
surrounded by Spurs' teammates Tim Duncan (21), David Robinson
and Bruce Bowen (12) during the third quarter in Game 2 of a Western Conference semifinal series on Wednesday in San Antonio. The
Spurs won 114-95 to take a 2-0 lead in the best-of-seven series.

- CINCINNATI (AP) — A vanil- ninth-inning homers in the first
la victory left the Cincinnati Reds two games of the series, the Reds
completely satisfied.
won their third straight in more
Aaron Boone run-of-the-mill fashion. No frayed
and Adam Dunn nerves. No theatrics. No homehomered plate celebration.
Wednesday
They were happy with ho-hum.
night as the Reds
"This is nice," Boone said."That
connected early was a good ballgame out there.
for a change, We did things in every aspect."
then held on for
They've done a little of everya 4-2 victory over the St. Louis thing while taking three games
Cardinals.
from a team that arrived with a
After beating the Cardinals with seven-game winning streak and a

lot of momentum. Most of the
breaks and all three games have
gone Cincinnati's way.
"Amazing," said Cardinals
starter Jason Simontacchi(1-2), who
struck out a career-high nine but
gave up the two homers. "You
make a mistake and they capitalize on it by hitting a home run
— not a double, but a hard line
drive that goes out of the park."
That's how it's going for the
Reds, who started in dismal shape
but have matched their season high

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) — Alabama is set to hire
Mike Shula as its football coach, possibly as early as
today, according to several reports.
The Birmingham News, ESPN Radio and The Miami
Herald all reported that Alabama has settled on the forioer Crimson Tide quarterback and current Miami Dolphins assistant.
Shula, the son of former NFL coach
Don Shula,'was unavailable for cornmini—Wednesday night, and- ATahanii—
spokesman Larry White declined comment when contacted by The Associated Press.
Alabama fired Mike Price on Saturday after the first-year coach, already
warned about his behavior, spent hunShula
dreds of dollars at a Pensacola, Fla.,
topless bar. A woman reportedly ordered about $1,000 in
food from room service sent to his hotel room the following morning.
An attorney for Price told the Birmingham newspaper
that he's considering appealing the termination.
Alabama players left a meeting with university president Robert Witt and athletic director Mal Moore on
Wednesday confident that they would have a new coach
by the weekend — and that he'd have worn the crimson and white .jersey.
"They said we'd know something by Saturday — definitely," Justin Smiley said.
Sylvester Croom and Richard Williamson — also former Tide players — were the only others to have interviewed for the job. Witt and Moore- didn't meet with
any candidates Tuesday or Wednesday.
Asked about the search after the meeting, Witt would
only say, "We're optimistic we'll be able to make a
decision relatively soon."
He and Moore planned to hold a teleconference with
reporters today. Final exams conclude Friday.
The 37-year-old Shula has been an NFL assistant for
15 years, including two stops each in Miami and Tampa
Bay. He has no previous head coaching experience.

with three straight wins.
"We're playing better," said
Boone, wearing a green "Get
Lucky" shirt with a cereal brand's
leprechaun. "We're getting better
all the time."
That particularly applies to closer-turned-starter Danny Graves (22), who made his second straight
impressive showing. Graves held
the NL's top offense to five hits
in 7 2-3 innings.
Scott Rolen hit a solo homer,
one of his three hits, and scored

on Edgar Renteria's infield single.
After struggling in his first five
starts, Graves has finally settled
into his new role, giving up two
runs and 10 hits while winning
his last two games.
"It's not easy," Graves said of
the role switch. "It's like telling
Adam Dunn to hit right-handed.
It's not easy to do, though he
might be able to do it. For me,
it's a huge adjustment. There's a
bunch of things I'm still learning."

Proposed changes could force adjustments
By SCOTT NANNEY
ed to 19-8 3/4 at the baseline. The nine-team Ohio Valley Conference in
Sports Editor
current width of the lane is 12 feet.
3-point shooting last season, hitting
Change is a part of nearly every aspect
The proposed changes have been 33.8 percent (205-of-606) of their
of life these days.
received with mixed emotions by many attempts from behind the arc in 2002And if the NCAA rules committee college coaches around the country, 03.
has it their way, change will make its including new Murray State men's head
However, that percentage figures to
way to the college basketball floor next coach Mick Cronin.
increase in 2003-04 under Cronin, who
season.
"I tend to agree with what (Cincin- favors the run-and-gun offensive style
Should two proposed rules changes nati) coach (Bob) Huggins said. There's of his motor, Louisville head coach
be approved by the NCAA, college nothing wrong with our game, so why Rick Pitino.
basketball players will have to adjust do we need to change it?" Cronin said.
Under the tutelage of Pitino and top
to a new 3-point shooting line and a "I thought we (Americans) were the assistant Cronin, the Cardinals were
wider free-throw lane when play resumes ones who invented the game. Why do second in the I4-team Conference USA
this fall.
we want to be like the international in 3-point shooting last year — hitting
The NCAA basketball rules panel game?"
36.2 percent (272-of-752) of their longon Tuesday unanimously endorsed movWhile admittedly hesitant about the range tries.
ing the current 3-point line from 19 possible changes, Cronin claimed that
Cronin's wide-open style appears to
feet, 9 inches to the distance of inter- the extension of the 3-point line would be tailor-made for the Racers' sharpnational competition (20-6 1/4).
be little more than a cosmetic alter- shooting duo of Chris Shumate and
A proposal is also being considered ation.
Rick Jones, who proved to be consisthat would widen the foul lane by
"We're only talking about 9 inch- tent threats from beyond the arc for
almost 4 feet on each side at the base- es," .he explained. "I don't see how much of the past season.
line — giving it a trapezoidal shape, that's going to make that much of a
But where Cronin's first MSU squad
which is also used in international com- difference."
petition. The post area would be extendThe Racers were just sixth in the

FUe Phr,tr,

BAD IDEA? ... New Murray State head
coach Mick Cronin is perplexed by the
NCAA's proposed rules changes.
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Illinois St. inks Nets lead 2-0
MHS' Patterson

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) - Antoine Walker is taking
the blame for the Boston Celtics' 2-0 deficit in their Eastern Conference semifinal series against the New Jersey Nets.
Walker. who teams with Paul Pierce to carry the Celtics, let his
team down for the second straight game, missing 12 of 15 shots
and scoring seven points in Boston's 104-95 loss Wednesday night
Game 3 is Friday night in Boston in the best-of-seven series that
was billed as a matchup of New Jersey's big three of Jason Kidd,
Kenyon Martin and Richard Jefferson against Boston's duo of Walker and Pierce.
Everybody has played well, except Walker. The burly forward is
averaging 10.5 points on 9-of-35 shooting.
-Paul is carrying his load, he's playing like a superstar," Walker said of Pierce, who is averaging 33 points. "I just have to come
along with him."
Pierce gave Boston a chance to win both games. He had 34
points in a 97-93 loss in Game 1 and added 32 points. 10 rebounds
and II assists for his first playoff triple-double Wednesday, helping the Celtics nearly overcome a 16-point deficit at the start of
the final quarter.
The Nets survived because Jefferson hit a monster Jumper with
5:26 to play with the shot clock winding down and the Celtics
within three at 85-82.

guard for the Lady Tiger basketball team, Patterson led Murray
in several offensive categories during the 2002 season, one which
produced a 16-17 record.
Patterson, a left-handed hitter,
notched a .447 batting average, a
.579 slugging percentage and a
.552 on-base-percentage last year,
slugging team-highs of two home
runs, three triples and 18 RBIs.
She also stole 27 bases and
struck out just 10 times in 94 atbats while committing five errors
in 33 games as a junior.
This season, Patterson has helped
the Lady Tigers amass a 12-8
record heading into today's scheduled 4:45 p.m. contest versus Livingston Central at Chestnut Park.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High School senior Ashley Patterson has become the first
Lady Tiger softball player to
earn a college
scholarship, havrecently
ing
signed a letterwith
of-intent
Illinois State.
Patterson, the
daughter of Tom
and Patty PatPATTERSON terson, has been
a two-year starter at first base for
MHS since transferring from Carlinville, Ill.
Also a two-year starter at point

Wizards let • Rules changes .
Jordan go

••

From Page 8

Now, they're trying to make it
that much tougher.
"If we go to a wider lane, I
think we're going to have to start
looking at the way European teams
run their offenses because they're
the ones that are playing with the
trapezoid lane ... There's just not
going to be much interior play."
No adjustments to the lane have
been made since the 1950s, when

and many other programs around
the country could struggle is in
the low post - an area Cronin
insists could drastically change if
the new wider lane is instituted.
"The widening of the lane is
something I really don't understand," he noted. "Scoring in the
low post has become somewhat
obselete in the last few years.

WASHINGTON
(AP) Michael Jordan isn't used to rejection, and he didn't take it well.
At an acrimonious meeting
reflective of a franchise in turmoil, Jordan was shown the door
Wednesday by the Washington Wizards. Jordan went in expecting to
negotiate his return to the front
office, but instead 'was told by,
owner Abe Pollin that he was no
longer welcome after 3 1/2 unsuccessful seasons.
"Without any prior discussion
with me, ownership informed me
that it had unilaterally decided to
change our mutual long-term understanding," Jordan said in--a statement. "I am shocked by this decision, and by the callous refusal
to offer me any justification for
it."
Jordan hasn't been discarded
by a basketball team since he was
cut from the varsity squad as a
high school sophomore, a setback
that help motivate him into becoming one of the best players ever.
As if he were intent on making history repeat itself, Jordan
quickly set in motion a possible
plan to prove the Wizards wrong.
It didn't take long before he was
on the phone with good friend
Robert Johnson, owner of the new
Charlotte franchise.

it was widen from 6 to 12 feet.
Changes could also be on the
horizon in the women's game.
The NCAA women's rules committee has also recommended that
the international 3-point line be
added. A trapezoidal lane has not
been discussed for use on a permanent basis, but could be instituted for a select number of regular-season games as an experiment.

SCOREBOARD
t

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New Tont
24
9 .727 Boston
22
12 .647
2 1/2
Baltimore
16
17 .485
8
15
Toronto
19 441
9 1/2
Tampa Bay
12
21 .364 12
Central Division
L Pet. GB
Kansas City
20
11 .645
Minnesota
17
15 .531
3 1/2
Chicago
16
17 485
5
Cleveland
.9
23 281 11 1/2
Detroit
7
25 .219 13 1/2

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
L
21
12
20
13
17
15
18
15

•
Pct. GB
636
1
.606
469
5 1/2
455
6

Today's Games
Toronto (Lidle 4-2) at Texas (Drese 2-11.
1:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Garland 2-2) at Oakland (Halama 1-2), 2:35 p.m.
Minnesota (Lohse 2-3) at Tampa Bay (Brazeiton 0-0), 6:15 p.m.
Baltimore Melling 1-3) at Kansas City (Asencio 2-0), 7:05 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Wells 4-0) at Seattle (Garcia 3-3), 9:05 p.m.
Cleveland (Ja. Davis 2-3) at Anaheim (Appier 1-2), 9:05 p.m.

Racer Classic set for June 6
the tournament
Teams will be flighted by handicaps. Prizes will be awarded to
the winning teams in each flight.
The big prize of the tournament will be a $100,000 hole-inone shootout.
Registration is $80 per player
and includes greens and cart fees,

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State University and the
RACER Foundation will host the
15th annual Pepsi Racer Classic
Golf Tournament on June 6 at the
Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf
Course.
The Racer CFassic will be a
six-person scramble and is limited to the first 240 players(40 teams)
entered. The tournament will feature shotgun starts at 8 a.m. and
1 p.m.
Several MSU coaches and staff
members will take part in the
event, including coaches Joe Pannunzio (football), Connie Keasling
(women's tennis) and Velvet Milkman (women's golf). Newly-hired
men's basketball coach Mick Cronin
and women's basketball coach Joi
Williams will also participate in

Lawn & Landscape Services
Established 1989

RecinS TO InOssOThv

lunch from Outback Steakhouse
and beverages provided by Pepsi
Mid-America. Each entrant will
receive a Racer' athletics tailgate
chair and a team photo. All proceeds will benefit MSU athletics
through the RACER Foundation.
For more information or to register; call 762-6800.
-

For Mother's Day...
• MIXED POI'S •HERB POTS • BASKETS
• GIFT CERTIFICATES

Ready Now! Organic Lettuce, Radishes,
Mesclun Mix
We Also Have
• ANTIQUES ROSES • HEIRLOOM FLOWERS
• HEIRLOOM TOMATOES • HERBS

Specializing In Complete Care
ONE CALL
DOES IT ALL!
Design, Installation
and Maintenance

1519 Bethel Road • 753-4050
From Murray: Take 94 East, Turn left on
Van Cleave, turn left on Bethel, 1.5 miles on left
www.beanstoblossoms.com

512 South 4th Street
753-5726 or 559-3790

PADUCAH

nventory Reduction Sale
Sport S.
High Beck Bucket Seats
AMIFMICD
SLS Tem
TM & Crum*.

22 Lter 4 Cyt
15' Chrome
•

V6

6 way pen seat
cruise

Cove,
Son And Sour.1
Pwr Sun
AMIFM r
So Auto "

trunk not
pwr MAWS

WU'
$22.74
,
Caloorne Dor LUI

%PAP

$17.161
CtlIcerw Doc •12111.

21,270

2003 Buick Century

753-8355

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
1. Pei GB
Atlanta
21
11 .656 Montreal
20
13 .606 * 1 1/2
Philadelphia
20
15 .571
2 1/2
Florida
15
20 .429
7 1/2
New York
14
19 .424
7 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Chicago
19
15 .559
St. Louis
17
15 .531
1
17
Houston
16 .515
1 1/2
Cincinnati
16
18 .471
3
Pittsburgh
14
19 .424
4 1/2
Milwaukee
12
22 .353
7
Wait Division
L Pct. GB
San Francisco
23
9 .719
Los Angeles
17
17 .500
7
Colorado
16
16 .500
7
Arizona
15
20 429
9 1/2
San Diego
11
22 .333 12 1/2
Today's Games
St. Louis (Stephenson 2-2) at Cincinnati
(Wilson 1-3), 11:35 a.m.
Pittsburgh (Suppan 4-2) at Houston (Redding 3-2), 1:05 p.m.
Colorado (Cruz 3-2) at Atlanta (Reynolds
1-1), 3:35 p.m., first game
Colorado (Chacon 4-1) at Atlanta (Ortiz 32), second game
San Diego (Lawrence 2-3) at Montreal (Ohka
2-4), 6:05 p.m.
San Francisco (Ainsworth 3-2) at Florida
(Penny 2-2), 6:05 p.m.
Los Angeles (Ishii 2-1) at N.Y. Mets (Glavine
4-2), 6:10 p.m..

GILLESPIE MOTOR CO.
2003

901 Sycamort•

GM retskte 1=or 0%

2003 Pontiac Sunfire

pur cosi $18,270

slice 1'1306

2003 Sonoma

Ale 6,6
WASAW
Collospw Par

16,000
GM rebsW 12W or ,
10 ..
your cost $13,000

stk* 1414

16,200
GM rebate .IQQQ or 0%

sad,PI 106

your cost

$13,200

Bonus cash _JO
Your Cost 912,7o0

Bonus ca5t,jt
'our Cost $12,500

$1000 Rebate on all Program Cars in Stock*
RECENT TRADE-INS

BUICKS

ita2E.UI,,

!LUCIE

MILL

02 LeSabre(2)- OU3639,413638..16,000
02 Regal LS(2)5U3708 #03707
28,861 & 28,842
31,011
02 Regal LS - oU3711
17,008
03 Buick Century - OU3733
7,829
03 Buick LeSabre- OU3734
03 Buick LeSabre - 413735
6,041
9,163
03 Buick LeSabre-#U3736

$16,900
$15,500
$14,900
$13,950
$19,500
$19,500
$19,500

SUVS
YEAR

SUL

00 Jimmy 4x2(2 Dr.)01.13714
00 Jimmy 4x4(SLT)OU3744
00 GMC Safari SLE - #u3710

46,960

REI,,c.a S9,500

37,540........

$14,900

37.327

$12,500

PONTIACS
WIZ
YEAR
03 Pontiac Grand Am - V-6,
22,309

#1103732

02 Aztec AWD - $U3650
02 Montana - siu3637
02 Bonneville 003625. *U3628

EBILL

26,400
14.250 & 10.800

24.500-30,200

$17,400
$16,600
$13,900
$11,500
$13,900
$9,700

30,100
01 Grand Prix GT - 003549
20,000
01 Sunfire (5 speed)- 003715
NOTE: AU,Program Cars (BuIcks & Pontiacs)
Covered Under GM FACTORY WARRANTY!!

Efla

$11,500
$13,995

37,000

DISH NETWORK NOW HAS YOUR DIGITAL LOCAL CHANNELS!

Leather Local, 1 Owner, We Sold New.
$13,950
00 Buick LeSabre-#U3729
22,072
00 Ford Mustang -#U3596
44,000 lisouc. S9,900
S10,500
99 Buick P/A - liu3730
74,600
$10,500
99 Buick LeSabre -#U3659
67,000
99 Ford Taurus-(Local 1-Owner)
53,868 Reduced $6,750
$11,950
High-Miles
99 GMC Z71 - #03725
S8,950
98 GMC Jimmy 4WD - #U3723....78,900
S7,500
98 Buick Century - #u3724
89,988
$7.950
98 Pontiac Gr. Prix - #113717 82,000
2 Dr. Local 1 Owner. Sharp.
111,345 Reduced $4,900
98 Bonneville - *U3681
$6,700
98 Buich Century - #03739...... 78,278
Local 1 Owner. We Sold New.
$8,300
54,640
97 Buick LeSabre - oU3741
950
121,395 ,L_,3_,4,:s2:9
$2,950
95 Buick Century - #03703
94 Chevy Astro Van - AWD 7 passenger-

14,100 Roma $16,900

16,400
02 Grand Prix - #U3644
02 Grand Am (4)- $03648. $03617.
403647, *U3654

$13.500

01 Pontiac Sunfire -#U3722
00 Buick LeSabre -#U3740

HOME OF THE LOWEST ALL-DIGITAL
PRICE IN AMERICA...EVERY DAY!

ret
SP (rimer
4eher. LAAw616
*Non ni arot
CooMm
l'fam owl too
rOS
fSRC
490•44 NCI' SA
14.0
A Cron.
nroC;
r 41.•
s
st Moe last
CNC C SNP
tot
SAvu f 5••••1 .11,
ono,[3 NA.4
AWN 46A
Wenn,

('seer rile

-

•

New Michelin Tires

94
94
93
89
88
87

Capris Classic - #L3738
GMC Jimmy - #03729
Cadillac - $03623
Buick Century - ItU3672
Chev. Cavalier (4 Dr -

$4,950

102.000

GET A FREE DISH NE1101()RI( SATELLITE TV SYSTEM

122,629
92.000

0
0
0
Redocsd S
$4
5
:
9
50

172.000

$1,995

$03718, Local 1-Owner

70,882

0,950

Buick Park Avenue - $03737

76,283

$2,250

* offer ends May 31st
"Prices before $1,000 rebate.

GILLESPIE MOTOR CO.,INC
"Lowest Overhead in the Area - Shop Gillespie and Save"

731-642-1751 • 731-642-2130• East Wood St. • Paris, TN

•

Buy a 1- or 2-receiver satellite TV system for S49.99 (MSRP $248) and get a S49.99 credit
on your first bill. Plus, get FREE Standard Professional Installation.
Just subscribe to a minimum of America's Top 50 package or
- • efSH-Lettno for 12 coisecLittve menthe. Secant, Number, credit 100,0•11A sake reeler treat, clad end 11-month ownwArksol wpowsr1
haws may apply lot early temnition Add $4 99/month tel Its second recener

Beasley Antenna & Satellite
1801 Bell Ave.• Paris, TN
(731) 642-4077 •(877) 726-4077
, so r,orn Hampton Inn)

500 N 4th St • Murray, KY
(270) 759-0901 •(877) 455-0901

EquIpment may be new or re, nndo.onerl baled on mo•.1.boloty

A Pis r •ftf mien. fss appl'es he .6•16 romotoomoo•seerotros roe/Woe.

•
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Arts
Thursday, May 8, 2003

JPDC holding free dance
workshop on Monday
On Monday, May 12, the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company
will be holding a free dance workshop for interested regional dancers.
The workshop is scheduled to
take place from 4:45-6:45 p.m.
upstairs of the former Woodmen Of
the World located at 300 Maple
Street in Murray. Dancers are to use
3rd Street entrance across from
Crass furniture.

In order to perform with the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company,
dancers must be at least 9 years old.
Individuals should be dressed to
move.
The workshop will also include a
question and answer session and a
demonstration by current JPDC
dancers. Artistic director Karen
Balzer will give an overview of the
2003-04 performance season and

requirements for those who would
like to participate in the company's
activities.
JPDC is the region's only nonprofit touring dance company. Tours
have included regional schools,
New York City, and the Alabama
High' School Theatre
State
Conference. For more information,
contact Balzer at 767-0579. _

Daily episodes find funny meaning in book

Photos provided
ART WORKS ... Instructor Gena Maley, top photo left, looks on as her student, Alex Nance,
5th grade, explains that in watercolor abstract, the artist chooses and blends color according to color schemes using the color wheel. Bottom photo shows Joshua Hyatt, 8th grade,
is shown with his Abstract Sculpture entitled "Woman of the Deep." Their work is part of the
"Young Master's Exhibit," featuring the artwork of Murray Middle School students on display
at the Murray Art Guild through May 16

a endar o

urray Art ui
-The
Exhibit in progress through Ma v 16
Young Masters Exhibit.- featuring the artwork of
Murray Middle School students The guild is located
at 103 N. 6th St., and hours are 10 a.m.- 1 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday. 1 nesdav evenings.
7-9 p.m. or by appointment. Admission is free.
May 2(1--- 1 p.m. Geneial meeting.
May 31-9 a.m. -3 p.m. Workshop in Pine Needle
Basketry & Gourd Kits for 'Ivens & Adults. instructed by Lynn Pesoat. All material. included.
Participation limited. Call 75 1-110.) II It logistration
and information.
June 9-13—K:30 a.m! -4:;0 p.m. Workshop in
oils and pastels instructed by- landscape and portrait
artist Joy Thomas. Participation limited. Call 753

4059 for information and registration.
June 16-20—noon-3 p.m. -Youth Workshop
-Cartooning & Portrait Drawing"for 5th-8th graders,
Mickey Garrison instructing in pencil, ink and watercolor. Participation limited. For information and registration call the guild at 753-4059.
— 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. - Beginning Weaving for
Teens, instructed by The Guild Weavers. All materials included.
The
Exhibit in progress through June'30
Murray-Calloway County Commerce Center, located
at 805 N. 12 St., is displaying the artwork of Sallie
Guy, Jean Cloutier and Jane Combs. The exhibit
changes June 30.

Johnny W. Williams,51.0.
)rlithalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
Cataract & Laser 'surgeon
MAYFIELD
MURRAY
Jackson Purchase
660 N. 12th St.
Medical Center
Behind Cracker Bartel
12701251-4545
12701753-6272
Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477

Join

Us

vents

By DR.JOSEPH T. FUHRMANN
Murray State University
professor
Jane Combs is a Murray writer
and PBS radio commentator."The
Color Chartreuse" is a collection of
her WKMS commentaries and
short written pieces that have
appeared in The Atlanta
Constitution, The St. Petersburg
Tunes, and The Rochester.
Democrat and Chronicle.
Combsis a humorist who finds
meaning in the type of daily
episodes, stories and situations that
pass, for most of us, with minimal
notice. The 60-plus pieces making
up this book are stories involving
family members, neighbors, friends
and animals Combs has encountered on life's journey.
The author's style is light and
--easrberthoughts-are-uneempliest-ed, though not devoid of meaning.
The lessons here flow from narratives and situations, not from
preaching or moralizing — and for
that, one should be grateful.
"The Color Chartreuse" will

BAM!Superhero movies exploding!
By ANTHONY BREZNICAN
AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)- Look! Up on the screen! It's
... a superhero! A surplus of superheroes, to be more
precise.
Along with the new sequel "X2: X-Men United,"
other comic book-inspired films this year include the
already released "Daredevil" and "Bulletproof Monk"
and upcoming adaptations of "The Hulk" and "The
League of Extraordinary Gentlemen."
The built-in audience for these films grants studios
that most coveted of superpowers: the ability to make
piles of money, not only from sequels but from merchandise _ and spin-offs.
The "X-Men" franchise, which in 2000 helped fuel
the current -comics renaissance, is particularly fertile for
follow-ups because of its ensemble nature. "I would
love to break off every one of these characters into their
own movies," said Lauren Shuler Donner, producer of
"X-Men" and "X2."
Which all could feed a superhero glut.
Sony already has a "Spider-Man" sequel in the works

,00110 Penique's

Lady Is Now Open!

BAKERY AND CATERING
•Decorated Cakes •Cookies
•Homemade Variety Cakes
•Flavored Bread •Muffins
All Icing is Homemade!
Weddings - Dinners - Lunches - Brunches
Hours: Tues.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 8-12
Owner - Marla Thomason
762-0450 • 715 B S. 12th St.
(across from Food Giant)

(10% OFF

Any One Talavera Item
May 1st thru May 3rd with this ad
Owner. Penny Shower-II
62.1 South WI Si. • 7I• 7-riori
THURS. & FRI. 10-6 & SAT. 10-3

•

gepfriotheoS "Day

131Ed
2003 BUICK CENTURY
9K

.Se'rv'ed ri it/i Assorted Vegetuble and Roll or Hushpuppies
All For

$4.99

Open Mon.-Sat. 4-9, Sun. 11-9
Aurora, KY • 474-2202

2003 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX SE
19K

3 In Stock

miles

ONLY $15,900

ONLY $15,900

2003 BUICK LESABRE

2003 BUICK RENDEZVOUS

8K miles 2 In Stock

22K miles

ONLY $19,900

ONLY $19,900

2003 OLDS ALERO

2003 CADILLAC SEVILLE SLS

900
ONLY $ 1 3,
2003 PONTIAC GRAND AM

Willow Pond
Southern Catfish Restaurant
Catt(Lgh Dinnors Ave Omr,Specietiey

miles

8K miles

10K miles

Reservations Are Recommended For Parties of 10 or More

t

with stars Tobey Maguire and Kirsten Dunst, while 20th
Century Fox is developing a film about the irradiated
family of "The Fantastic Four" and a follow-up to
"Daredevil" based on its blind crimefighter's resurrected
girlfriend, Elektra, with Jennifer Gamer reprising her
role.
Meanwhile, Warner Bros. is taking advantage of its
ties to DC Comics. "Memento" director Christopher
Nolan is overseeing a new take on "Batman" for the studio while Halle Berry has signed on for a separate project about the feline foe "Catwoman."
For now, producers of superhero films are hoping to
learn from mistakes (i.e. "Batman & Robin" and "The
Phantom") and maintain fan loyalty with better special
effects, darker storytelling and faithfulness to the original comic books.
"Hopefully, if we've done our job right on this one,
audiences will find our characters interesting enough
that they'll go back despite what's out in the marketplace," Shuler Donner said. "On the other hand, who
knows? Maybe each success of each film helps the next
one."

The Cake

Mexican Pottery & Iron
Home & Carden Decor

Special served from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Her Choice:
Baked Ham,
Goo
4> AppErags
1-Piece Fried Catfish
—
or
PIP-Q-44
Country-Fried Steak With Gravy

SOUTHERN CATFISH

one writer can please everyone. If I
did not care for all of Jane Combs's
work,! found some of it to be
provide hours of pleasant reading
good.
Several of her efforts are outto many people. The promos for the
"God Bless America,"
standing.
book quote an attorney who wrote
Glorious
"The
Fourth," and "Silver
because
road
he "had to pull off the
are
exploSpoons"
interesting
of
one
at
hard"
so
laughing
he was
rations into the American experiCombs's PBS commentaries.
ence, all the more valuable in this
Others may find comparable satistime of war.
faction in much that is here.
"Gang of Eight," "Battle of the
Even so, the stories and essays
Apple Orchard," and "The Coroiin "The Color Chartreuse" are
uneven in quality. Combs's vocabu- Ch"artreuse"(which gives the collection its title) are well rendered.
lary, sentence structure and
"My Brother, Dave," deserves spethoughts are often too simple. The
cial mention. Every word in
episodes are disconnected; her
-Dave" is right, each idea is well
ideas would usually be stronger if
developed; all the parts work
explored in greater depth. The
together, the ending is just right. If
author sees humor in certain situathe story seems to end abruptly,!
tions that leave me unamused. Too
suggest you put the book down and
often, there is little here to chalreflect on what you have read.
lenge the reader.
did-this,the-piec-es-itnmedi— -When4
These-are-my-reaetinnt-but-they—
together, and I whiscame
ly
ate
should not discourage anyone who
Parents who wony
"Wow!"
pered,
likes this type of literature from
will cherish
their_children
about
reading this book. Many may find
will profit
too,
Others,
story.
this
"The Color Chartreuse" to be
in "The
pages
other
and
these
from
entirely rewarding.
Color Chartreuse."
Writing is a challenge, and no

Review

V6

11K miles

ONLY

2003 CADILLAC SEDAN DEVILLE
22K miles

7 n St°,

ONLY $14,900

$34,900

ONLY

$33,900

Ii
FOUICH

CI!) BRANDON

-iJAII_J4'tb
e WORLD
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Classifieds
A DJU ST f.1E NT S
Adyentsers are requested to check the first
,nserlior ot Meg ads tor any error Murray
Ledger 8. Times at be responsible tor only dne
,ncurre(*. insertron Any error should be reported immediately so correchons can be made
AD DEADLINES
- Fri. 11 am,
Monday
Mon. 11 a.m.
Tuesday.
Wednesday
Mon. 5 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 11 a.m.
Friday
Wed. 5 p.m.
Thur 12 p.m
Saturday

Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Solbcc
All real estate advertised herein is subyeitt to the Federal F.tH
Housing ALt, which makes ii llegal to advertise any preterentx
11M11,1ittrl or diut1111111.dion based on rue color. religion.
handsap familial status iii nanonal oirgin, Of OW:Ilion 10 if,alt.
any sod) preferences limitations is diskrinunalittn
State laws torhid distmmination in the sale rental or advertisin,
real estate based ot ta.ittrs in addition',ii. 0 1 r. l. 1,1 I.
cral IJ14
We will ntti knowingly accept any ad,rrtisaqii os. cstatc
is in violation of the law All persons are hereby intormed th,
dwellings advertised are available' on an equal
opponunny basis
For further assistanve with Fair Housing Advents,.
.requirements contact NAA Counsel kale P Milani
••••Nlisr.
17031648-HW
SO. 142.11i

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

-430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services °tiered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
$7.25 Column Inch, 60ei Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Dal, Pr road
$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

LUNE ADS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
$2.75 extra for Shopper Mon Classifieds go into Shopping lttude r2.50 extra for bland box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

INVITATION TO BID FOR
GASOLINE & DIESEL
The Murray Board of Education will receive
sealed bids for gasoline and diesel to operate
the Murray School buses, Murray Head
Start buses and all other vehicles owned by
the Murray Board of Education. The bids
will be received until 2:00 p.m. on May 22,
2003 at which time the bids will be opened
publicly and read aloud The bid will cover
the time period from August 1, 2003 until
Jun, 30, 2004. SpeciOcations are on file in
the Murray,Board of Education office at 208
S. 13th Street, Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary
forms there. The bid shall, be in an opaque
envelope with the name of the bidders and
gasoline & diesel bid written on the outside.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or
all bids and waive any irregularities in
rirlinz

020
Notice

Hazel Spring Trash Pickup
May 12, 13 and 14
As in previous pick ups, all items must be
placed along the street in front of residential
property, not more than 20 feet the edge of
the street. The contractor will pick up the
following: appliances,furniture, scrap metal,
bundled limbs and brush, lawn clippings,
etc. The Contractor-will--net pick up: old
tires, batteries, hazardous waste of any
kind, household garbage (food), used oil, etc.
This is an annual service paid for from the
general fund of the city of Hazel. This service is provided to residential property ONLY
and is not meant to be a substitute for regular household trash removal. Business and
industrial waste is not included in this pick
up.

Notice

Notice

Ictc,escpctcpck!ftcitcicseitcsct
WRIGHT FARMS RICK
Picking Tuesdays,Thursdays & Saturdays!
Starting May 1st Until Season End
Hours8a.m..1p.m.
4p.rn.• 6p.m.
270-753-5410

ft

PRESEASON pool pass
now on sale at Murray Calloway County Park 900
Payne St. Preseason Sale
through May 16th. For information call 753-0325

Position:

Dispatcher

Department:

Police

Salary:

$9.21 per hour minimum
salary for the position
(depending_ on training
and experience) plus •
benefits

'is

050
Lost and Found

Additional Requirements: Must be at least
21 years of age and have a high school diploma or G.E.D.

City of Murray benefit package includes
FOUND Dog Cream and
health insurance, life insurance, retirement
Gray color, female MalaHusky
type
around
mute
plan, longevity, wellness plan, sick, vacation
SAMMONS Bakery
12th an - Olive--and personal days.
Cakes Are Back
Call 753-0159
A variety of sizes and fla- 05/03/03.
leave message.
Job applications and descriptions for the
vors at reasonable prices.
above listed position are available at the
Call today for your special
City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104
occasion. Don't forget our LOST in storm 1 male
N. 5th Street, Murray, Keiflutky 42071. II
delicious Donuts and taWT1-10 color Doberman
you have questions concerning this position,
Hamburgers on Home- Pinscher by Robertson
Elementary School on
please contact the Personnel Office at 270made Buns.
Locust St. Female was
762-0353.
753-5434
found on Van Cleve road.
974 Chestnut Street
Call 759-1050 or 293-0345
Mon-Fri 5AM-2PM
Deadline for accepting applications is
5:00 p.m. Friday, May 16, 2003
CALLOWAY County
Pictorial History

REWARD $50.00.

Great Graduation or
Mother's Day Gift.
Call now to purchase:
759-4938.

Missing (Two) 5 month old
Beagle Pups in the area of
College Farm Rd. Very
much loved pets by the
name of Sassy & Maggie.
If you have any information please call Tom Clendenen. 759-9644 or 2931434.

Sin's You Pick
Strawberries
Union Ridge Church Rd
OffofHwy68behind
Belevis Daily Bar
in Aurora

FOUND
FOUND Around Midway,
Adult Collie 753-0804

FREE PALLETS

As Americans. we've recently seen just how important our
military's role is in keeping our freedom safe and our liberty
secure. That's why the Murray
Ledger & Times is honoring
soldiers past and present with a
salute to our
local military personnel.

First Come
First Serve

Help Wanted

Membership Coordinator, WKMS-FM,
Murray State University. Full-time, nontenure track position to begin July, 2003.
Qualification*: Must have Bachelor's degree;
experience with fundraising methods and
techniques, including direct marketing;
experience with customer service and knowledge of and proficiency with spreadsheets
and database applications. Knowledge of
public broadcasting and previous radio experience preferred. Responsibiktie*: Define,
develop, and direct membership fundraising
operations necessary to meet operational
and long-term capital needs. Application
Deadline: May 19, 2003. To Apply: Send letter of application, resume, with three references, and three writing samples, along with
an audio self-introduction on cassette or CD
to: WKMS Membership Search, 2018
University Station, Murray, KY 42071.
Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity,
MIFID AA employer.

6 miles northeast
of Murray on
Van Cleave Rd.

PARIS FLEA MARKET
Open every Saturday & Sunday 9:00-5:00. Many products to choose from: Arts & Crafts, Woodworking,
Photography. Paintings, Picture Framing, Bath 8t Body
-Products. Jewelry, Office Furniture & Supplies. Tools
(New & Used) Wrought Iron. Avon (by Independent
Representative), Catfish (both live & dressed), Dixie
Outfitters T-shirts, NASCAR. Lamps (floor & table
models). Christian T-Shirts, SpOrts Cards, Ceramics,
Candles. License Plates, Shoes & boots, Personalized
Stepping Stones, etc. If you have been looking for The
Right Stuff, we have it. so come on over and browse.
Across from Hampton Inn on Hwy 79 New vendors
welcome call 731-641-0872

LOOKING for EXPERIENCED Tree Trimmer Experienced only. Call 7538191

PUBLIC NOTICE
A public hearing will be held by the City of Murray in the
Cojincil Chambers of City Hall, May 8, 2003,6:30 p.m. for the
purpose of obtaining written or oral comments regarding the
proposed use of Municipal Aid Funds and LGEA Funds for

the upcoming year.
PUBLIC INSPECTION: The City's proposed uses of
Municipal Aid Funds and LGEA Funds are available for public inspection at City Hall during normal business hours. Any
person(s)(especially senior citizens) who cannot submit written comments or attend the public meeting, but wish to sub-

mit comments, should call City Hall at 762-0350 so the City
can make arrangements to secure their comments.

LEADED Guitar Player for
Working/ Project Band
Call Eric after 6pm 7536170
ACCOUNT Manager for
busy Benton physician office. Responsible for over
all Billing, Posting Payments and working denials. Competitive salary
Call Wendy (270) 5272560.
DRIVERS
No loading just driving.
Earn up to 381: cpm. No
Loading or Unloading, No
Forced NE or Canada.
Guaranteed Home Policy,
2000 or newer Conventionals. 1 yr OTR exp., 23
yrs old. Class A CDL
w/HazoMat required. 0/OS
and small feights welcome. $1500 Sign-on Bonus $500 w/1st dispatch
Limited Time Only PTL 1800-848-0405

You can participate by sending a
photo of-your active-diity or
veteran family member for
inclusion in our military salute.
to be displayed Mons. May 21st.
For only $10 per photo you can
.help us show the world how
proud we are of our brave men
.111d women in the armed fort-es.

S/Sgt. Carlos E. Williams
US Army E.T.O.
4492 M. Division

PICTURE SHOWN IS NOT
ACTUAL SIZE.

YOU/ A41Hie •

Address•
Daytime Phone.
Service member's NameRank:

Drug screening will be required of
successful applicant.

\ Umber

Branch ofService:
of Years Served -

The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

Nail Ibis Waling wills plus (II lit and \t\1 iii

The Murray Ledger it Titne

ralawahares
We are currently accepting applications
for a full time men's suit supervisor. We
need someone who is dependable, honest and willing to work the hours they are
needed. If you meet these requirements
please come to our store located in the

Shoppes of Murray.

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

060
Help Wanted

Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

Military HONORS

The City of Murray has the following job
opportunity

404444(SeiehSeiribSc(14(ScS

060

NOTICE
Aurora Self Storage will
sell stuff in unit #43 8, 57
for past due rent Sale will
be at storage units Date
May 9th at 9 00am

Help Wanted

NOTICE

STRAWBERRIES

STRAWBERRIES
You pick, hand picked.
Copeland Orchard
Mayfield
623-8312

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

060
Help Wanted

Charlie Miller Rd. Almo/Dexter, KY

City of Hazel
492-8872

753-8697
or
759-8858

060

020

010

010

VISA

TEMPORARY HARVEST
WORKERS NEEDED
Employment from 6-15-03
through 12-31-03
Pay rate is $7.20-$8.00 per hour. Employees
guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools and
equipment provided at no cost. Housing provided to workers beyond commuting area at
no cost. Transportation and subsistence
expenses reimbursed to workers at completion of 50% of contract if applicable.
Applicant should contact their local employment service.
AGRICULTURAL WORKERS NEEDED
06/10/03 - 12/24/03
06/23/03 - 12/15/03
07/01/03 - 01/12/04
Wages: Minimum of $7.20 per hour. 75% of
hours listed on job order will be guaranteed.
All tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to those beyond local
recruiting area. Transportation and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met
Contact local State Employment Service
Office.

NOW HIRING
Shift managers and

crew members for

all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days. nights and

weekends.
Apply at

Sonic Drive In
217 S 12th St., Murray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for 2nd
Shift LPN's. If you are looking for a
rewarding career in geriatric care,
at
please
apply
in
person
Britthaven of Benton Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE

P.O. Box 1040• Mona). KT i2071
Submissions must be received by 3 p.m..
Wednesday, May 21st.
060

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

BULL PEN
Steaks and-Spirits
Est.2W1
NOW HIRING
Managers, Servers and Kitchen help.
Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St.
Monday thru Friday, 2-4 p.m.
.4••=1
NEEDED
immediately
maintenance $7.00 per
hour non negotiable. 40
hours a week. Apply at
Hilldale Apts in Hardin.
437-4113 EOE

NONPROFIT Christian
organization seeks Executive Director. Bachelor
or Master's degree preferred; equivalent qualifications considered. Call
(270)247-3190 for job deFOREMAN Position:
scription and application.
Rolling Hills Nursery is Application deadline, May
looking an experienced 15, 3002
and skiHed crew foreman.
This job will include the
construction of landscape NOW accepting applicaplanting beds, brick patios, tions for a service station
Mechanical
and retaining walls along attendant.
with water gardens. The knowledge helpful Apply
responsibilities will include in person at Max's 641 Citthe operation of small. go, 516 South 12th street
equipment, medium sized
trucks, and hand tools, as
well as the maintenance of HELP needed for Grounds
this equipment. A clean keeping at resort. Call Joe
motor vehicle record is a 436-2345.
must and seasonal Saturday work is required. Send.
Experienced
resume to Rolling Hills
Nursery, 3860 US Hwy
Gutter Installer
641 N, Murray, KY 42071.
Needed
Pay is commensurate with
experience and paid holiMurray Area
day with other benefits are
available.
Apply in person
1604 State Route
GREEN Acres is currently
121 North
hiring for the following positions:
•Full-time RN/LPN 2p-10p
•Full-time RN/LPN 6p-6a
every wk. end work 12 firs
a day, get pd. for 16 hrs.
•Full-time CNA 2p-10p and
CNA 3-11, 11-7
10p-6a.
All interested individuals
Medicare RN
apply in person.
Day Shift

GROUNDS Keeper needpd at Lakeside Campground. some maintein
MurPAINTER needed
QUALITY part-time house-, nance experience helpful
ray area Experience pre- keepers for weekend ReApply Monday-Friday only.
ferred, start immediately. sort cleaning. Must be de- Call between Barn
to 5pm
Integrity Employment Sol- pendable Call 436-2345
Only 354-8157
utions 1-888-547-6218

Help Wanted
SMALL Company needs 1
full-time OTR driver, home
weekends, some weekdays. Average 2,500
miles. $650.00/week Also
need 1 part-time driver
Must have 2 years OTR
experience. 25 years old,
and no accidents Call
(270) 767-0191.

A-1 House Cleaning. Call
Linda 759-9553
Will
EXPERIENCED:
clean up after new construction, remodeling, before and after renters,
floors, windows, etc.
Valene 436-5914
HIGHER Praise Childcare
Learning Center
Lowest rates in town
Scholarship Assistance
available soon.
Christian Educational
Environment
Hwy 641 N.
(270) 753-2777.
MOTHER of 3 year old
would like to baby sit in
own home Cheaper than
day care, in home environment, lives on Ridgewood
Dr Call 767-0143
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
Want to Buy

In

LPN For All
Shifts

Apply in person
at
Paris Manor
1000 Old Paris
Murray Road

CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th, Murray.
ELECTRIC heaters, air
cOnditioners, used carpeting, refrigerators and
stoves. 753-4109
RUNNING or not'
Air Conditioners
436-5746.
WANTED Riding Mowers
that need work 436-2867
Articles
For Sale
POOL table excellent con
&ion 489-2068 after 5 00
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PUBLIC AUCTION

PUBLIC

AUCTION

R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP • RARE. AUCTION GROUP • R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP

ESTATE AUCTION

AUCTION

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

Saturday, May 10, 2003 • 10:00 a.m.

SATURDAY, MAY 17TH • 10:07 AM

At Mr. James Shaffer home 709 Sycamore, Murray, KY

3506 Airport Rd. - Murray, KY

Old wall telephone - 3 old oak call box - at least 1,000 parts for old wall
telephones - Aladdin lamp parts, some new - Rayo lamp - parts for Rayo
lamps - electric sewing machine - oak box andrak wall telephone - rollaway bed - oak table round pedestal wi4 chairs - small wood box - set of
1847 Rogers silver plate - other flatware - glass top table - old slat back
rocker - old hard back storybooks - 19" color t.v - 13" B&W - corningware
- bedspreads & dust ruffle - carving set- Shaker sets - wall light - cream
separator - Coke bottle opener - ice picks - corn flower sauce pan - old
kegs - manual treadmill - let printer and copier - dresser set beer stines
- porcelain mouth piece for telephone - small drill press - small table saw
- drill motor - large shop vise - 3 routers - circle saw - copper liner for hot
water from old wood cook stove - stainless steel wash pot - hair cutting
set - nice Craftsman table saw - 6" Craftsman plain Jointer - furniture
clamps - 110 air conditioner - small wood lathe - table vise - metal lawn
chairs - pipe threaders - old Victorian doll - Mickey Mouse puppet - old
community plate silver flatware - Troy tiller & cycle bar - Sears chipper
shredder - Noma riding mower and much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.

Location: Traveling 641 South turn right onto 121 North (at the Murray State Special Events Center) go 26 mi turn right
onto KY 783 (Airport Rd go 3 5 mi Auction on right
reliveKids grown - sold businessi. rCoUll Estate
Ma
meat' - moving to Florida - leaving a
piece of themselves behind" - Nearly
20 years ago an outstanding place was
discovered to raise a young family It's
all about a great location & community,
great schools great neighbors and
great memories A home & home place
3 Sossons 12x17 Sun Room
that fit perfectly Attend our preview and
Boautiful Lawn
I '2 baths discover for yourself all the fine ameni+,- i010 Sq. Ft.- 2 Kikivens - I bk
•Sprinsks System
ties. Well cared for and like new with
over 2000 sq ft , 2 Kitchens: 3
Bedrooms, 2 112 Baths, Attached
garage. separate metered Office
Building & Shop or 2 Detached
Garages, lawn sprinkler system, well
landscaped
Features include 17x14 75 ft Family
"
,
2163 Sq. ft. Separate "(left('for Busas (% Pleas
xetulive Offices - Shop - Warehouse
Room with Brick fireplace and raised
Simnel Piano (ti,
tiled nearth built in cabinetry & book shelving, 15x14 75 ft
remodeled Eat-In-Kitchen with Kenmore eye level oven, counter top Cooking: Whirlpool dishwasher & trash compactor, +/- 24 25 x 12 ft. Living Room with great views - custom drapery • formal
dining.
8x5 ft Entry Foyer Approx. 15x14 75 tt. Master Bedroom: his and her closets, chair railing; hardwood floor, hall walk-in. The Second Bedroom and Third Bedrooms are approx. 12x11.5
tt each with hard wood floors Other amenities include large central remodeled Bath; Second
Kt Ft. Semi Box Trailer Kitchen with Utility Room: Second Full Bath; Half Bath in Bedroom. attached 21x19 25 ft Garage
wioff set, +/- 17x12 ft screened Sun Porch with ceramic tile floor and wet bar At Home Business
Set Up: black top drive to separate metered 24 25x24.25 ft Office Building w/professtonal entry:
Executive Suite: central heat & air, separate septic system: 30x40 ft Shop Building - 12 ft. clearance - 16x10- ft over head door: fluorescent lighting. 16x16 ft insulated heated room: built-in shelving. over 400 sq ft. of Loft, 12 1/2x30 ft open storage building, much more.

Lunch available. For more information and your auction
needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall
Auctioneers - 435-4144
Joseph W. Thomason - Appt. Auctioneer

Terms of Auction: 10% deposit day of auction, balance within 30 days. A 10% buyers premium
will be added to the final bid an included in the total contract price
David Hill has sold his electrical business See later ads or our web site at www rareauctions corn
for complete listing of surplus equipment to be sold
Personal Property
Equipment & Tools: Datson forklift - model F6005 - 6000 lb. - 130 inch mast side shift, 26 tt
Grove electric platform lift - 600 lbs. capacity - model SM13146E: more,
Yard & Garden Tools: John Deere LX188 riding mower, Kleen Kut push mower: Stihl weed eater;
Datsun
lb.
6000
Stihl gas blower, AgriFab 38, lawn sweep spreader, golf cart trailer: gas cans, more;
Forldift
Furnishings: oak entertainment center, oak dining table w12 leafs & 6 chairs: 2 dome front, 1-door
china cabinets, 3-cushion floral sofa; sota & love seat- double recliners on each - large; Lazy Boy
recliner: 4 pc bedroom suite - dresser chest, end table, queen bed, headboard - Link Taylor; 2custom sofa; antique oak Falls City treadle sewing machine: brass table lamp w/matching floor
-Nor;
.
2
7
lamp, pr upholstered wing back chairs. brass floor lamp: oval mirror, framed prints • Floral by Nord
- Renee Dollor Hinley, Kimball spinet piano & bench, 2 oak stauatory tables - barley twist legs ball & claw feet, 6 pc wicker set, child's rocker, patio fountain; more:
Appliances: smatt Lurindercial popcorn popper, Hot Point 19 cu ft almond refrigerator, Kelvinalor
harvest gold refrigerator,-toaster oven: 4 hole toaster: 30" Magic Chet eiectric range. Maytag
washer & drrr, Sharp microwave, Gold Star dehumidifier; more:
Glassware & Kitchenware: punch bowl set: crystal stemware. stoneware dishes; Pyrex
Bectric 26 Ft.
microwave casserole dishes, more:
Grow lift
Exercise Equipment: Vita Master treadmill - programmable: weight bench & weights; stair
machine; sit up bench: Torso Track machine; more:
Misc: 6 ft. folding table; card table; golf clubs: pr. sterling candle sticks; picture frames: baskets; Christmas decorations,
pedestal fan. Rubber Maid lawn cart: pet taxi; much more;
Office: 24" HP Design Jet 650 C plotter printer; Xerox 5818 Copy Machine, 3-cushion sofa, walnut drafting table wIstorage. 6 ft executive walnut; double pedestal desk; 3 office chairs, executive chair; cherry finish single pedestal desk; four
4-drawer file cabinets, 2-drawer fire safe: Smith Corona typewriter - electronic, Office size Corsley refrigerator, Motorola
business band radio communication system -- 2-5 ft. antenna tower, KY Wildcat print; Ray Nelly print, small walnut credenza, secretary desk wIcredenza. Bear Cat scanner, calculators, 2-line phones; paper cutler, APC power conversion back up
systems; office supplies; copy machine stand: shredders; much more
Power Tools:
Power drills: 2 Milwalkee 3/8" power drills; 3/8" Makita power drill: 4 Milwalkee 1/2" power drills, Milwalkee 1/2 split angle
drill: 3 Milwalkee right angle drills; more
Rigid threaders: 3 rigid model 700 Porta Pony rigs, 1 rigid model 141 power threader; sets of Rigid 3/4 to 2" dies; Rigid
202 cutter; 3 Rigid 418 oilers, 2 rigid 450 vises, more.
Hammer Drills: 4 Milwalkee 3/8" Hammer drills. Bosch Hammer drill; 3 Hilti TE-5 Hammer drills: Hilti DX35 Hammer drill;
2 Milwalkee 1 1/2" Hammer drills, 2 Hilti TE54 Hammer drills, more
Misc. Power tools: 6 Milwaukee saw zalls, Porter C portable band saw, 3 Milwaukee portable band saws; 2 BAD grinders;
2 R&D jig saws
GreenLee: 2 GreenLee model 884-4" power conduit benders, GreenLee model 882-2" power conduit bender, GreenLee
model 777 bender; GE hydraulic pump; GreenLee model 975 pydraulic pump: GreenLee model 755 hand pump; 9
Greenlee cable cutters. GreenLee cable bender; 2 GreenLee stud punches: 4 GreenLee gang boxes; GreenLee pipe rack,
more
Electrical tools: 9 - 1/2" EMT benders; 11 - 314" EMT benders, 6 - 1" EMT benders: 1 1/4" EMT bender; 1/2, 3/4 & 1"
Hickeys: 4 - 1/2" off set benders, 4 - 3/4" off set benders: 2 Chicago benders; Kerney & Bundy crimpers; W. mold cutter
fish tapes, more;
Ladders: 7 • 6 ft fiberglass step ladders: 6 - 8 ft fiberglass step ladders, 4 • 12 ft. ladders: 20, 24 & 28 fiberglass ext ladders, more
Misc. Tools: 50,000 BTU kerosene heater, 8 Rigid pipe wrenches: 12" 10 36": 4 chain hoists; 2 Milwalkee hand trucks. Ace
floor light: GFI cords; heat guns. PVC cutters, 7 sledge hammers, 5 shovels, Victor torch set & can GreenLee & Sears vac,
3 truck boxes, drill bits, come-a-longs, trolley; hole saws. more
Meters: ECG analyzer model 231: Biddle meger: recording amprobe: Simpson: amprobe;
Supplies: all sizes conduit, connectors: electrical boxes; reels of wire, semi trailer & shelves full. much more
Terms: 13% buyer premium - Visa & Mastercard accepted, 10% buyer premium - cash or approved check.

ESTATE AUCTION
Absolute Real Estate & Personal Property
Saturday, May 17, 2003• 10:00 a.m.
At the home of Mr & Mrs. Porter L. Holland homeplace. 201 lrvan Street
lust off West Poplar Street, Murray, KY. Watch for auction signs.

This nice 2 bedroom brick house - 2 bath - living room - eat-in kitchen ;
enclosed garage - utility room - living quarters wibath in full basement setting on nice_ tcytIn.walking distance of college - central heat & air fenced in backyard & storage building
See next week's paper for personal property listing.
Terms: 1000 down day of auction, balance in 30 days with deed.

Paschall Real Estate
Terry D. Paschall Broker-Auctioneer 767-9223
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4420
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays-

Woo
aM.

z Alileqg7i

ROBERT ALEXANDER

;10;11'1

REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.

)

CAI

FOR MR. iier MRS. GLEN REYNOLDS
Saturday, May 24th, At 10:00 A. IV!..
ia aim It as IC lc v
1440a w- NI as ff- gra ,
From Murray Take Hwy 94 E - 2 Miles To Hwy 280 Proceed On Hwy 280 E- 5 Miles
"The Pottertown Community" - 4 Miles E Of East Calloway Elementary
2 Miles W Of Blood River Boat Dock - 2.5 Miles E Of Miller Golf Coarse
Constructiors Equipment Auction Ifighlinht5;-

AUCTIONEER

NAA
J11111114
&won.

R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP • R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP • R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP
R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP• R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP • R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SATURDAY, MAY 10TH •5:07 PM

C.)

33
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Articles
For Sale

5.

ABOVE ground swimming
pool 27 foot, 4 years old,
purchased $4,500. asking
$1,800. 489-6180

234 Passage Dr. - Murray, KY • Panorama Shores - KY Lake
continue on River View Blvd for 1/2 mile. Turn right on Skyway then left on Passage Dr 33

These Items Sell Regardless Of Pr'ce At 10:00 A.M.
Quality - Well Cared For.. Kubota L3410 Tractor 4x4 w./LA 481Loader. 4690
Backhoe Attach,1062 Hrs, SN D50092 • JD 210C Tractor Loader Backhoe, 2413
Hrs.Canopy. New Rubber, 24- Bucket, SN CA752159• Cat E12B Excavator, Cab,
20" Pads, 42" Bucket, SN 0006322 • Cat D4D Power Shift Dozer, Hyd Tilt,
Rops.Screens. Good UC.SN 83J3694•JD 450 Track Loader, New Engine, Canopy,
6' Bucket, Good UC, 14- Pads.SN 028318T • 2002 Tr -Axle 24' Penile Hitch Tilt
Trailer Air Brakes, Twin Jacks, 5' Tale &Ramps, 215-75R17.5 Rubber. Oil Bath
Hubs "Same As New"• Ditch Witch 3210 Trencher. 4WD, 1547 Hrs, Frt Blade, 5'
Rear Trencher, SN 343380 • 1989 Volvo GM Tandem Dump Truck. 13' Gravel-Dirt
Bed, GM 60 Series Eng. 9 Speed, Twin Screw • 1994 Ford F150 Extenda Cab 4x4
Pickup • PTO Post Hole Digger w./6". 8", 12" Augers • Rhino 6' Grooming Mower
"Like New"•3 Pt 6' Rotary Cutter • T Box Blade • 7' Dozer Root Rake • 16' 2 Axle
Bumper Hitch Trailer • Ford 2 Btm Plow • Bush Hog 6' Tiller • Log Loading Clamps
For JD 450 • 3 Pt PTO Seeder • Large Shop Heater • Laser Plane 220 w/Tripod
• Boat Trailer • Large Shop Air Compressor • Heavy Duty Shop Press • Table Saw
• Lincoln Welder • Band Saw "Like New" • Battery Charger • Shop Hoist • Honda
5000 Portable Generator • Drill Press • Power Tools • Chain Saw • Torches &
Gauges•Stand Grinder • Shop Vac • Welding Supplies• Shop Cabinets & Tables
• Tool Chest On Chest wi Casters • Hand Tools • Power Blower • 5x8 Portable
Lighted Sign • 6' Chain Link & Gates-New • Push Mower • Grill • Yard Tools •
Landscape Rock And More!! RV 1 8x35 Porta Carport
FROM THE HOME..0atmeal, Silver Rose, Fire King Dish Sets •
Sewing Notions • Beanie Babies • Dolls • Floor Mirror • Cast Iron • Braided
Rug • Whirlpool Refrigerator • Household Miscellaneous.......

Complete Settlement Day Of Sale - Bank Letters A Must
Two Auctioneers Will Be Selling!!
For Information Contact The Reynolds At 270-436-6332

+1- 2500 Sq. Ft. - 2 Levels

er.
•
CL

?VeS AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER 17
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466

JRC

wwww. amesrcash.com

-cp
Single Family or 2 Family

71 Ft. Wrap-A-Round Patio

7si

4 Bedrooms, 3 Baths, 2 Kitchens
Take a drive out today, you'll discover 100's of feet of shoreline, breathtaking views and an, attractive hillside home site that walks down to the water's 5.
edge Whether you're into wetting a hook, boating, skiing or just plain old
relaxing you've come to the right place. With this attractive practically main•:c tenance tree home. chores are few Features you're sure to enjoy include: 0
u.i
family levels, each withoyery open floor plan, +/- 23.5 x 21 ft.
eE 2_c_omplete
allowing for a 40 ft. expanse ideal for famaT Family Room opens into Kitchen
cr: ily gatherings; the practically +/- 16 x 14 ft. new Eat-in-Kitchen has approx -a
• 50 linear feet of cabinetry & counter space with pantries, lazy susans & roll
0.
out shelving; Kitchen walks out to balcony deck - over 30 feet of window
Bath; linen closets &
cc scape views, 2 large Bedrooms this level; plus Full wrap-a-round
patio &
0 walk-ins The lower level walks out to the +/- 70 ft
down to the lake. Its features include: a +/- 16 x 13 ft. Master Bedroom with 5.
C
lake view and an adjoining +/- 15 x 11 ft. Master Bath w/walk-in & dressing
a
large
Utility
area: there is a second Bedroom, a second Full Bath and
aT Room this level. Other amenities include! 12x'3 ft. shop or storage room:
La attached +/- 24.25 x 20 ft. double car garage, 60 ft wrap-a-round deck and
much more. Call for preview.

cc

JAMES R. CASH

5.

0

aT

Real Estate Terms
15% Down,
Balance In 30 Days!

Improvements - Fleehvood "2000 Moder16x80 Mobile Home
2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths, Solid Foundation,
Central System. Electric & Gas, Gable Roof, Porches
Plus.. 30x30 Custom Built Garage
54x50 Square Post Shop Building With 14' Ceiling - Concrete
Floor - 16' Electric Overhead Door - Very Nice
All Like NEW... And Much More!!
Drive Out And Take A Look At This Fine Property!

Panoramic KY Lake Views

ks.

u.i

aT

4 Miles E 01 East Callowa_y School -2 Miles W Of Blood River Dock • 2.5 Miles E Of Miller Goff Coarse

Cell For Color Brochure -

Owner Transferred
No Minimums • No Reserve
cc Sells to the highest bidder regardless of the bid amount.
CD

19.62 Aimres
At Pottertown
Near Murray, KY

"THE SELLING MACHINE

224ACRES IN TRACTS
Kentucky Lake On the East
& 1.5 Miles To Lake on the West
EXCELLENT COMMUNITY
FOR HOMES

112 Mile From

Selling 5 Acres to 25 Acres and
As A Whole
(All Timber Is Presently Being t laryfited)

EXCELLENT TURKEY HUNTING!
DIRECTIONS From Murray. Take Hwy 121 East
To New Concord. Turn NE On Hwy 444 To Prop
erty From Pans Landing State Park In Tennessee
Take Hwy 119 North, Crosse Kentucky Stale Line To
New Concord

A GREAT PROPERTY TO OWN!
lox Buyers Premium Added To Final Bid
CALL DELTA FOR DETAILS
800-502-22Bit OR CHECK OUR WEBSITL
www.deitaauction.com
Ammer Amos,1.1•1•EM KY EN- 19,
0/1ra
EINNANNE Iowa,NEAMiNEmm, KY I lc •11P0/1 /9

,

0

Terms of Auction: 10% deposit day of auction balance within 30 days A 10% buyer, -13
premium will be added to the final bid and included in the total contract price

ROBERT ALEXANDER
REAL ESTATE B AUCTION CO. et.-

0
c.)

CAI
TIONE R

`x.
cc

1860 Lone Oak Rd. Paducah, Ky. 42003
Phone (2(0) 554-5212
TOLL FREE 1-800-307-SOLD

www.rareauctions corn
CERTIFIED AUCTIOWERS INSTITUTE
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Get the full sports picture
when you reod The
Murray Ledger & Times
It's pocked with the latest
sports reports about your
favorite teams, giving you
oil the news you need to

The Murray Ledger a Times

C00270-753-1916 to subscribe
FAX 270-753-1927 • e-maii: m,*

-dger.com

220

telise.stWialwialholLm.swn

320
Apartments For Rent

'Musical

1 Bedroom apartments, at
appliances at the Oaks
Apartments. Coleman RE.
759-4118.
1 Bedroom furnished or
260
unfurnished, low utilities,
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
no pets, reference + deposit required 753-3949.
NOTICE
1 OR 2br apts near downTrailer site for rent. Shade town Murray starting at
trees, yard to play in $2001m 753-4109
Country living. $100.00
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
month. Call 753-9075.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Mobile Homes For Sale
Monday,

BEAUTIFUL Sojin studio
upright piano with bench.
Mahogany finish, like new.
$2,900 00 OBO (270)
759-1300.

975 12x70 Atlantic mobile home. 3br, 1 1/2 bath,
washer. dryer, refrigerator.
Call between 8am- 8pm.
(270)753-6241
1984 Champion 14x60
$5,000
OBO
Call
(2701382-2642
1993 16x80 Buccaneer, 3
Bedroom, 2 Bath, recently
remodeled, excellent condition, $1'L900 753-7901
2 BR Mobile Home $1,000
OBO Coleman RE
759-4118

Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU House 3 & 4
753-1252 or
bedroom
753-0606.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Murr.al Realty 753-4444
1BR newly decorated,
some utilities paid, no
pets. W/D available. $230
monthly. 767-9037

•1BR on Campbell St.
98 Belmont, spacious
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Excel- .2br, 1 bath on Wiswell
Rd.
lent condition Call 7673660 or 492-6229 ask for •2br, 1.5 bath on
Cambridge Dr.
tace
CLAYTON Mobile Home, All very nice, large Apart3BR, 2 Bath. For more in- ments will all appliances
formation call 753-0980 af- including washer & dryer.
Call for available dates.
ter 500 p.m.
759-5885

Double Wides &
Single Wides

270-437-4608

GOING out of Business
Sale_ Everything reduced
to go, Bargins Galore.
George Hodge
806 Coldwater Road
LOCAL CHANNELS
Now you can get the Paducah DMA local network
channels on Dish Network
Satellite TV System. For
more information call 7590901 or toll free: 877-7264077
TOP soil- we will load. Call
753-9274.

Mobile Homes For Rent
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath, 5
miles south of murray.
492-8488
EXTRA nice 16x80 28R,
2 Bath on private lot, close
to town & schools. All appliances furnished. $425
month + deposit. 753-7930
or 293-1761.

BEDDING, Furniture. and
Roll-A-Way beds on Sale'
Carraway Furniture
753-1502

no pets. Lease & deposit
required. Call 753-7185.
2 Bedroom Duplex apartment. 909 Story Avenue
on quiet dead end street.
furnished,
Appliances
Central gas heat and air.
Available June 1. No pets,
deposit required.
Call 753-7185.
2 Bedroom Duplex, C/H/A,
W/D,' no pets, $368.00
p/mo (615) 907-4955

Business Rentals

2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118

OFFICE Space For Lease,
2 Rooms $225.00 Olive

2BR , Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118

Branch Realty 293-3232.
310
Want To Rent
BUSINESS man & family
moving to area, needing a
3 or 4 Bedroom, 2 bath
home to rent (606) 4511073

Apartments For Rent

160
Home Furnishings

2 Bedroom Brick Duplex,
TVA approved, very economical, C/H/A, mowing
and appliances furnished,

300

1 Bedroom apartment nea
MSU No pets 753-5980

4br, Diuguid Drive
man RE 759-4118.

Cole-

FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $345/ month. Call
753-1970. Leave Message, Equal Housing Opportunity.
NICE 2br furnished apt
C/H/A Close to MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
H1LLDALE APARTMENTS
is now taking applications for

SOFA & oversized chair
with Ottoman Sage green
floral Like new, 2 yrs old
$375 753-4510

2 & 3 bedroom apartments.
No credit check, lots of closet space,
24 hour maintenance, playground. You may
apply at the rental office in Hardin, KY.

(270)437-4113

180

Lawn & Garden

0

RARE.AUCTION GROUP• R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP • R.A.R.E. AUCTION GROUP

Don't Wile for HALF

DRESSER
9 drawers with mirror.
$35.00.761-1184

C

NAA

EXECUTIVE WEIL"
I II SO AUSTIN PLAY HIICE.NIO•
MEMPHIS, T
(1141/3124774 (WM)22SS

ISM&

280

150

u.i Location: From Murray take Ky 94 East for 5 miles then East on KY 280 for 7 miles, 0

JRC

5 Miles East of New Concord
On Hwy.444- Fenner Rd. & Alexander Rd

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES

CERTIFIED AUCTIONEERS INSTITUTE

0
cc

iL

1860 Lone Oak Rd. Paducah, Ky. 42003
Phone (270) 554-5212
TOLL FREE 1-800-307-SOLD
www.rareauctions.com

0
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SAT.. MAY 24th, 11 AM
HAMLIN, KY
(Calaway County)

40 Ft. Semi Box Trailer

Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

ems I.Ia•al
NNW -

PUBLIC AUCTION

NEW Troy-Built walk-behind, self-propelled mower 6.5 Briggs-Stratton,
electric start Bag, mulch
or side discharge Call

753-1851 days or 7533862 evenings
190

Farm Equipment
•8FT Disc Mower
•83 F-350 box bed 11pt

•83 Toyota Pick-up.
753-9075

• re0101.0

TDD #1-800-545-1833
ext. 287

LI

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8556
i)i) 1-800-545-1833-Ext 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
320
partments For Rent

460

Your Home Improvement Headquarfers

Homes For Sale

RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice Duplex, 2BR,
2 bath, carport Available
July 1st 1402 Crystal
Brook Ln 759-5477
VERY roomy 2BR, 2Ba
with garage appliances
furnished 1 year lease 1
month deposit, no pets
C II 75 -2905

2 Bedroom, C/H/A, Washer & Dryer Hook-up, no
pets $550 month + 1
month deposit 753-2259
or 527-8174

David's Cleaning
Services
" We

House & 5 acres on Airport Road. 3 bedroom,
2-1/2 bath, formal dining room, breakfast nook,
cathedral ceilings, large bonus room, oversized garage with storage area, Pella windows,
2x6 walls, paved drive, storage building on a
beautiful lot with mature trees. $179,900
489-2883 leave message, or 559-3311.

Homes For Sale

1 1/2 Story, 5 BR, Frame
House. Gilbert & 3rd
KY
Street.
Hazel,
3 BR. 1 BA house 505 $18,000489-2174. 489Pine $400 monthly Avail- 2363
able June 1
1344 West Broadway,
769-5073
Mayfield, newer home
4 BR, 1 BA house $495 3BR, 2 Bath, attached 2
monthly. 301 N 5th
car garage, 1,680 sq ft.
759-5073
condition.
perfect
4BR, 1 BA house 1622 $105,000. Call (270) 328Farmer. $600 monthly. 8777. www.81x.com/Yorkshires/HouseForSellMayAvailable August 1
fieldKentucky.
759-5073
COUNTRY 2 1/2br, room 1628 Olive Street, 2 Bedfor horses, C/H/A. $450 room, close to university
his deposit 759-0997
436-5085 559-5943
FOR rent: 3br. 2 bath, 2 2BR, 1Ba house, plus 2
car garage home. Newly 1br apts. $27,000 OBO.
per 603 Vine St 435-4035
$500.
remodeled
month, 5500. deposit. No 3BR, 2 Bath located in
pets 759-1566
Preston Heights For more
NICE 3br, 2 bath.
information call 753-0980
Close to town, C/H/A, W/D after 5'00 p.m.
Pen I
BEAUTIFUL New lake
front Condo with pool.. 2br,
2 bath, all appliances, priQUALITY Houses and vate patio, 80 ft dock, carApartments available for port and storage unit.
lease Call BS Rentals at Great location. 8 miles fro
759-4696 or 435-4632
Murray. Must move quick360
ly. Asking price is a steal.
Storage Rentals
$89,900.
Call 270-436-6310
CREEKVIEW STORAGE- BRICK 3br, 2 full bath.
$20-$40. On Center Drive
Martin Heights Subdivision
Behind Tom's Grille
$142500 759-0049
759-4081
FOR Sale By Owner: 3
MURRAY Store and Lock Bedroom, L.R. K&D.R.
presently has units availa- Area, 1 Bath, combined
ble 753-2905 or 753- utility room garage. Please
only serious inquiries.
7536
(770) 382-5047.
HOUSE and 4 acres with
pond. 3br & 2 baths- 641
North 753-6384
HOUSE FOR SALE In
ALL SIZE UNITS
Hardin, Kentucky on quiet,
AVAILABLE
secluded street. City water, cable, paved street.
753-3853
2+acres. nice
shaded
yard with productive Pecan trees. Two bedroom,
Pets& Supplies
large living room, utility
room. Call 753-4199 or
DOG Obedience
527-1698 to inquire.
Master Trainer
SPACIOUS Brick home off
436-2858
94W
on Crossland. 3 BedFEMALE Saint Bernard
puppy. S300.00 759-2484. room, 1 1/2 Bath on 1 acre
lot, 3 car garage, pool,
C/H/A. 759-0579 after 5:00
Livestock & Supplies
p.m.

$$ Rented $$

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

TRACTOR and
Stock/Horse Trailer
1998 Holland 56 hp 4835
tractor, dual remotes, like
new (80 hr) $18,900.
1999 gooner stock/horse
trailer w/living quarters, insulated, heat/air, appliances, storage. Top condition, $15,500.
Call for either.
270-759-5379
Real Estate
COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931

r

illLake Property

BEAUTIFUL 5 BR, 2 Bath
Home on Cypress Creek.
4BR, bath and lg. liv rm
up stairs. 1 BR, Den, kitchen & am. din room, down
stairs. Lg enclosed boat
house, can hold 4 boats
plus pontoon Lg Swimming dock. Call between
800 AM- 10.00 PM. PH:
(731 232-8320.

1 -ACRE lot in restricted
Wiswell Manor. Southwest
of Murray. Level and ready
to build on. $15,000
753-8563
BEAUTIFUL Building Site
9.6 acrea in Coldwater.
CALZE7-026 I
COMMERCIAL Lots for
sale. B-3 Zone 206 & 208
E Poplar. One block east
of 4th & Poplar. Phone #
on
Farms For Sale
520 Carlton Rd Murray
KY Call Sandra Paschal
(615) 673-0643
460
Homes For Sale
2 Bedroom House w/shop
759-8127

VERY unique 5,000 sq.
home for sale on 2 acre
wooded lot in Kirksey
area. White fence surrounds property. Loft, 3br/
3 bath upstairs. Master BR
suite downstairs. Formal
LR, DR, Office, Breakfast
RM, Great-RM, Kitchen,
Utility, Bathr by 3 car garage. Cathedral ceilings, 2
gas logs w/ custom built
mantles, 8 ceiling fans.
Hardwood/ Tile. Must see
all the extras. Call 4892765 for viewing.
WONDERFUL
Condo3/2/1, Owner leaving state,
must sell quick. 753-1150.
470
Motorcycles &ATV's
1999 Ducat', M750. Car
bon fiber, 8K
miles
$6,500 753-0799.
2001 300 EZ Honda 4
Wheeler, excellent condition 345-2042
FOR Sale: 1999 V-star
classic, 3,199 miles. Call
(270) 753-7600
YZ 80 looks & runs great
$800.00. 753-2410.
490
Used Cars

PAGE 13
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Used Cars
94 LS 400, White, 149,xxx
miles, mint condition. 7534663 9-5 M-F
97 2dr Chevy Cavalier
103,xxx
miles,
Runs
Great! Must Sell $3,000
OBO 753-0933
99 Mazda 626, 71,800
miles Asking $6,000 7530736 or 293-3158
496
Vans
Caravan
97
Dodge
141,xxx miles, good condition. $3,500. OBO 767
0377
Used Trucks
1990 Jeep Comanche Pioneer Pick-up Truck, runs
well, $800.00 or make of
fer Call 753-9783 after
4:00 pm.or leave message.
1999 Chevy Silverado Ext.
cab Z71. off road package,
4x4, 4.8 L, V-8, pewter exterior, gray interior, 3rd
door, AM/FM/CD, keyless
entry with security system,
alloy wheels, power everything, 66K miles, price
$16,750 OBO. 759-1021.

.Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveway,

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal,Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Too much to list.

ESTATE SALE

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

1 656 College Terrace
May 9th and 10th • 8 a.m. - 1

111117r
1

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

CERAMIC TILE•COMP TILE • VINYL • NARDwOOD •CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

•

misc. linens, lamps, tables, pictures, dining and
living room furniture, sewing machine w/cabinet, china, glassware, misc. antique and vintage dishes, washer/dryer, tools, old books and
magazines, 27-inch Sony console T.V.. L.P.
records.

Rotobrush
AIR DUCT SYSTEM CLEANING

MOVING
YARD SALE

Rid Your Ducts of.

WE DO!

Dust Mites • Dirt Debris • Mold • Pollen

Over 7
Exp!le3ncel
4a77

Visit Our Showroom Today
tliOt
_CARPET & FLOOR COVERING

The Rotovision Video Inspection System allows you to see
trouble spots and verifies that the job was done right.

10
.
•
Muenry
%lot
fki

a

0

Doors

WM,C
,

Hwy 641

1500 yards
VT laws Soon 4 1,4unar 'o'ar• 'Byky Roa:
in
CERAMIC TILE•COMP TILE• VINYL•HARDWOOD•CARPET

Rotobrush can also improve the efficiency of your
HVAC system.

Randy Thornton Mtg. ik Air
so-cmg The vorii•,t
koltihkp
)
;t7
802 Chestnut Street• Murray, KY • 753-8181

LOTS FOR SALE

LINN'S
BODY SHOP

Starting at S12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838

Quality Body Work & Painting
Domestic and Imports
A// Work Guaranteed

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

Established With All
Insurance Companies
30 YRS. EXPERIENCE

soil and gravel.
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

Located Behind
Brandon Auto World

Also top

"M.

753-8100

Tom )11ANCE
GENERAL
767-9036

1 CONTRACTING
994-0388

Custom Remodeling, Additions

Watson
Roofing

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 270-293-0163
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured 489-2839
HANDYMAN Carpenter
All types.
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848.
Donald Simmons.
HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete, masonry, carpentry. No lob too
small. (731)247-3015
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb

NEED Help Moving'
(270) 354-6473

LAWN Mowing
and trimming
753-5476
LAWN Mowing,
Mulching &
Bushogging
(Day) 489-2533
(Night) 753-8588

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
•Carpets 'Furniture
'Emergency water
removal
'Free Estimates
'Wrinkle Repair
'Quick Drying

753-5827
MOODY S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

570
Tobacco & Supplies
BURLEY lbs for sale o
trade. $4.50 per lb, Call at
ter 7pm. 753-5010

Statewide
Class if led%
AUCTIONS
•AUCTION MAJOR
ABSOLUTE Truck, trailer,
heavy equipment auction
May 14 in Calvert City, KY
For detailed listing go to
www hodginsauctioneers c
om or call 1-800-667-2075
for brochure Carl Theonn
Auctioneer
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

PLUMBING Repair all •BE YOUR OWN BOSS
including Water Control hours! Increase
types
Heaters and Well Pumps income! Full training Free
753-2855
Cell info Call or visit 888-382Home
339-4656
4894,
www 321DreamBuild corn

Fri., May 9th
4397 Radio Rd.
Dexter
Some furniture,
treadmill, freezer,
bar stools, ladder
back chairs, some
,• tools and lots of
clothes (large sizes),
lots of misc.

3 Family
Van Cleave Rd.
Sat., May 10
7:30 a.m. - ?
Furniture, toys.
kids & young
adult clothes,
many other items,
indoor.
•

YARD SALE
Corner of South
16th St.
(Wiswell Rd.)
and Oakhill Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Furniture,
glassware.
clothes, dishes.

LOOK FOR OUR
CLASSIFIEDS ON NE
WEB AT
www.
murrayledgercorn

Place your 2x2 Classified Display ad.
Your ad will appear for 4 weeks in the
Murray Ledger and Times & Shopper Guide
at the low price of $250.00
a saving of $197.60
Come by our office today or call
Tammy Stom

270-753-1916

ledger &Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

4441%
1.

1111141111111E01 COMM
Let your graduate know how proud you are of their
achievements by placing your graduation line to be
published in our Graduatign Tab on May 22. 2003.
Deadline for letters is
May 19th at 5 p.m. Cost

is $8 per message.
No more than 20 words.
School logo will he
placed in ad.

Robin
We are so proud of you. Li-cc
your life to the fullest.
Love,
Mom & Dad

For more information Cu
753-1916 and ask for
Tammy or Jill

0

LEDGER Alums
MI RHO

Total Lawn Care
*Mowing *New Lawn Establishment
*Existing Lawn Renovation *Seeding
*Fertilizing *Aerating *Rolling
*Weed Control *Mulching •Bushogging
*Tractor Tilling *Grader Blade Work

DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters 7532592

MOVING
SALE

A MONTH OF ADVERTISING

Specializing In Shingles,
Metal. Wood Shake and
Rubber Roofing
New, Tear Offs, Recovers
10 Years Experience
753-2775 • 731-694-1284
Call For Free Estimates

Dependable Lawn Care Service

Free Estimates
Bob Wallace • Owner
(270)753•6491

p.m.

Six piece queen cherry bedroom suite, two twin
bedroom suites, bedspread/comforter sets and

Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

2002-LOWE R-2070
Restorations, Ceramic Tile,
'Aluminum Boat, Factory
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors
Camouflage, Rt. side conAll Types of Roofing and Skylights
sole
wiwindshield
&
gauges, live well, preQuality References Available
wired for Trolling motor,
Built in gas tank, very
HOUSE WASHING
ROOF LEAKING?
huge & safe River Boat, CAN do Electric and ConExperience and
Call a professional
still under factory warranty. trols, Circuit Cards
Professional Equipment
435-4645
repaired or rebuilt, Control
2002 Lowe Trailer
Quality work at
*Hydraulic brakes, spare. Systems, Trouble ShootROOF REPAIRS
a reasonable price.
ing, Built,
(Factory Warranty)
Complete new roofing
Insured.
2002 Yamaha 115TLRA Poultry Producers, Green
Metal rubber shingles for
527-5974
•Powertec stainless prop. Houses, Nurseries or Light
prompt&
proffessional
factory warranty. Boat & Industry.
service call
HYDRO CLEAN
Call (270) 376-5142.
Motor has less than 25
CARTER ROOFING
Cell (270) 748-7574.
Pressure Washing
Hrs. Asking $15,000 OBO.
Hazel 492-8688
Exterior Cleaning
436-2009
CARPORTS Starting at
Puryear 247-3086
Vinyl, Brick, Decks,
76 Savage, 75 Johnson
$675 installed Roy Hill
Driveways, roofs & More
759-8127
(270)436-2113
Free Estimates.
530
SHORTY'S Shorts
Cecil McLeod's
Stephen Alexander
Services Offered
Electrical,
Carpentry,
Lawn mower repair.
270-527-7595.
And Plumbing
753-9814
JOE'S Mower repair,
853-1172
Free Estimates
CLAY'S Mowing
Pickup/delivery
(270)527-0792
THERAPEUTIC
Mulching & More
436-2867
Please leave message
MASSAGE
Days 871-7340
Murray
SUREWAY
JUNK/ RUBBISH RemovNights 762-0040
www.thegoldentouch.us
al, we'll haul almost anyTREE SERVICE
A
affordable
hauling,
CONCRETE
thing, from Attics to Barns
Stump Removal
cleaning out garages, atFinishing Driveways,
& Yard Waste, odd jobs,
Insured with full line of
tics, gutters, iunk, tree
Sidewalks, Patios
equipment.
Senior
Discounts
work 436-5141
Free Estimate
(270)489-2583
Free estimates.
A-1
(270)435-4619
753-5484.
All around Tree Work
436-2867
T&D Lawn Service
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL
Tree and Shrub Trimming.
ING cleaning out garage
Other services available.
gutters, Junk & tree work
Quality service at
436-2867
affordable prices.
A-1 Tree Service
Call for free estimate.
Stump Removal
753-0462 or 395-9915
•
492-8737,
437-3044
WALTERS
Free Estimates
CONTRACTING

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing.
1995 Ford Taurus Station
Quality Workmanship.
Wagon, all power equip.
Licensed
Original owner, Michelin
753-7860 753-1194
tires, 761K miles, exc conALL CARPENTRY
dition inside & out. $4,350.
Homes, add on's,
(731) 642-4627.
garages,
1998 Acura TL 25, 76,000
pole barns, decks,
miles, Immaculate condivinyl siding.
tion $13,000 (270) 753Home & Mobile Home
5413
repair.
Water dzmage.
2000 Hyundai Tiburon,
Larry Nimmo
4 cyl., 5-speed, all options,
753-9372
32K, $10,000. 753-0799
753-0353
2001 Ford Mustang, V-6,
ALL Storm Damage
23.000 miles. Leather, in
Claims Welcome.
dash multi disc cd changMorris Home
er, all power equipment.
Improvement
traction control, tinted win759,4599
dows, factory warranty,
mineral gray with dark BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
charcoal interior $13,05
Septic system, gravel,
firm (270) 761-1421.
white rock
2001 Grand Am, 2-dr.
436-2113
loaded. 42K $6,950
BRANDON'S Outdoor
(270) 527-3278
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
'94 Lincoln Mark VIII
*Bush Hogging•Tilling
Black, gray leather.
(270)436-5277
loaded, 77,xxx miles
Nice car.
LAWNS mowed
Call after 6 00 753-2848
Call 489-2989

8th
Fri., May 9th
Sat., May 10th
4015 Murray Paris
Road
7 a.m
Kerosene lamps
2 microwaves,
2 trailers, bells.

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy!

-:Lr)270-753-2555
800-611-6854
- Full Line of Equipmen!

Bethel Rd.
641 N. turn at
Wiggins Furniture
94E turn Happy
Holiday, follow
signs
May 9 & 10
7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Something
for everyone
2320

Thurs., May

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

fogrDo You Need Furniture and Bedding?
vil(e -Lamb
Wiggins Furniture
Tree
Service
k•,
-

2003 Silverado LS, loaded, 3,800 miles 559-7092
520
Boats .4 Motors
1986 Crest Houseboat 46'
100hp Comm. Johnson
480 hr., 3500 Honda Generator.
See
Cypress
Spring Marina, Slip 30
$18,900. (731)772-9880,
780-2226

Phone (270) 767-0313
(270) 527-7176

YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

Specialize in Cleaning

David Borders

Roofing Metal

We now manufacture Buy direct.

Statewide
CIassifted%

BUSINESS SERVICES

•FREE-2ROOM DIRECTV
SYSTEM INCLUDING
INSTALLATION! Access
2254 channels! Digital
quality picture and sound
Packages $33 99/mo
Limited Time Otter 1-800208-461 7

-ATTENTION HOMEOWNERS Display Homes
Wanted for Vinyl Siding
Replacement Windows
No Payment for 6 months
Payment starting at
$89.00 per month All
HELP WANTED
credit qualifies Call 1-800'AVON
Entrepreneur
251-0843
wanted Must be willing to
COMPUTERS
work whenever you want,
-NEED A COMPUTER?
be your own boss. and
Bad Credit Bankruptcy
entoy unlimited earnings
OK No credit check
Let's talk 888-942-4053
Guaranteed Approval
'BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Checking or Savings
Control hours! Increase
account required As low
income! Full training Free
as $35 00 a week 1-877info Call or visit, 1-888488-1944
220-4783
www pc4sure corn
www efh2003 corn

FOR SALE
'BUY FACTORY DIRECT
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Payments From
525/Month Free color catalog Call today 1-800842-1310
www no ptctan corn

r

ledger a Times
ClaSSifledS

270-753-1916

*TEACHERS WANTED!
Over 50 South Carolina
school districts interviewing at the 16th annual "SC
EXPO for Teacher
Recruitment' Columbia.
SC June 9 Info 1-800541-7525 or register
online at www scctr org
Statewide online teaching
application available at
www winthrop edu/scteach

-MAKE MONEY DAILY!
Come work with us online, Start immediately
with no experience
required Call for more info
1-800-568-1676 ext. 4764.
-OUR SPECTACULAR
NEW 2003 Catalogs are
out! Contact Ideal Gifts by
Friendly for a Free cop
today! Exciting new advisor and manager programs 1-800-488-4875
www.friendlyhome com
'TEACH IN FLORIDA
Attend the Florida TeachIn, June 16-18, Hyatt
Orlando Districts and
schools will interview
teachers CALL 800-8322435 or
www TeachInFlonda com
HOME IMPROVEMENT
•HAS YOUR BUILDING
SHIFTED? Structural
repairs of barns, houses
and garages Call
Woodford Bros Inc for
straightening,
ieyeling,foundation and
wood frame repairs 1
800-OLD-BARN WWW 1 800-OLD-BARN COM

ii
•
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Statewide
Cias sit reds

MEDICAL

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

•MEDICARE PATIENTS
•DELTA TRUCK DRIVING
USING INHALERS
ACADEMY-16 Day CDL
Albuterol-AtruventTraining. Earn>$1400 Per
Combivent-SereventWeek Get $U While
Azmacon-Flovent and
Training Free Lifetime
Others Having Difficulty"'
Job-Placement &
Breathe Easy Again
Refresher Courses 1-800Medicare covered liquid
883-0171. DELTAACADEtherapy may be available
MY COM
if you qualify MED-ASAVE 1800-224-1919 ext •DRIVER-Flatbed experiKY1803
ence gives you a bonus
Excellent home time. top
REAL ESTATE/
industry pay. full benefits,
REAL ESTATE
flatbed training available
FOR SALE
6 months experience
required 800-441-4271
•LAKEFRONT BARGAIN
ext -ET135
1 4 Acres. 209' shoreline

$69,900 Rare find! Enjoy
spectacular sunsets from
this pristine lakefront
estate w/gentle slope to
water's edge on 35,000
acre recreational lake in
east Tennessee! Paved
roads, utilities, central
water. sewer. Excellent
financing, low down payment Must see! Call now
800-704-3154 x 438

•KNIGHT TRANSPORTATION Solo Drivers
Average 2600-2800 Miles
Weekly
Or Come
Run Team at KNIGHT!
▪ Out 2-3 Weeks 'Home 34 Days Call for Details'
888-346-4639 WYO./ knighttrans corn

•15 DAY CDL TRAINING
100'. Placement $35,000
to $40.000 first year plus
•NEW LAKE LOG HOME! great benefits Top
4+ ACS /532.500 Beautiful National Carriers are hirnew 1600 sq ft. log home, ing our graduates. No
Zero Down on Free layexperience necessary. 1-

away, when purchasing
incredible lake property on
gorgeous 63,000 ac recreational lake in KY. This
opportunity will not last!
Call now!(800) 770-9311
ext. 944

RESORTS RENTALS
•DESTIN DISCOUNTS!
Best-selection-on Or off beach. Ask ablaut free dinner offer! Holiday Isle
Pronedias 1-800-8375102. www.holidayisle.net
•MYRTLE BEACH SC 1800-331-7300 Beachsand
Inn Five Night Family
Special $199.00 (SundayThursday) 200 yards
beach/pavilion. Two double beds: two adults two
children www.beach•
sandsinn.com.

*PANAMA CITY BEACH.
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort From $49 (1-2 p
Arrive SunWon-Free
night. 3/30/03-5/21/03.
restrictions). Pools, river
ride, tiki bar 800-4888828 www.sandpiperbeacon corn

•DRIVERS AT ROEHL
Averaged $46,457 in
2002 Great home time
top benefits and pay
Class A CDL with Hazmat
required School
Graduates Welcome Also
&as E 0 E 877-8657989 www roehl net
•DRIVERS DRIVEN TO
SUCCESS CFI is now
Hiring Company 'Owner
Operators 'Singles and
Teams 'Loads with miles
available immediately! Ask
about our spouce-training
program Call 1 -800-CFIDRIVE www cficfrive corn
•DRIVERS Owner
Operators, OTR and
Drivers Small Fleets welcomes. 53' Vans & 48'
Flatbeds, Mileage-Pay
Loaded and Empty L&N
Transportation Inc . 800663-7126 Louisville, KY
•DRIVERS Teams+
Western
Success Solid
,
Express
Miles, Good Home Time
Competitive Pay, Benefits
Package. Paid Vacation.
Class A-CDL 22 years
old, good MVR 877-3167100

E300-607-3545

•DRIVERS-Earn up to 38

•$.37 for 1-Year
Experience. You deserve
this much. Plus
Hometime! More expenence means more pay! 12
mos. OTR required.
Heartland Express 1-800441-4953 www.heartlandexpless_com
•CDL-DRIVER-Work for
yourself as an Owner
Operator with our Lease
Purchase Program! 100%
Fuel Surcharge paid!
Plenty of No-Touch and
Drop & Hook freight!
Average $.92/loaded mile!
Call Justin or Tony 1-800767-6918 CRST Van
Expedited.

cpm! New equipment
w/pro-sleepers. No New
York City plus benefits!
Dry Van, Flat & Reefer
OTR w/1yr exp. 1-800871-1822, Ext. KI-49.

.DRIVER-COVENANT
TRANSPORT. Teams, •
Teams, Teams. We need
teams for the long haul.
Owner Operators, .
Experienced Drivers,
Solos, Teams and
Graduate Students. Call 1888-MORE-PAY (1-888667-3729)

•DRIVERS-Owner•VACATIONS-GATLINOperator or Company.
BURG. TENNESSEE
Sign-on. safety and referRocky Waters Motor Inn.
ral bonus 94c/mile for
Convenient to maior
attractions! All rooms over- 0/0's! Debt-free company
Purchase program availlooking nver Family &
able. Class-A CDL & 1 honeymoon cabins also
year OTR.
available www gatlinburwww.landair.com. 800grockywaters.corn or call
788-7357.
1-800-824-1111

Letter carriers collect
food for Need Line
On Saturday, May 10, Murray's
Mail Carriers will be collecting
non-perishable food items in the
11th annual National Association of
Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO (NALC)
Food Drive. This effort has contributed more than half a billion
pounds in donations to community
food hanks and pantries throughout
the country over the past 10 years.
All proceeds from the Murray Drive
go to Need Line.
An estimated 30 million people
go hungry every day in America,
including more than 12 million children. There are now around 300
families in this area who are with
Need Line, and a new family is
added each week. This drive is one
way people can help those in their
own community.
—Letter can icgs are the heart and
eyes of a community, walking and
driving through every neighborhood
and up and down every street," said
NALC National President William

Young. "They see,- first hand, the
need, and recognize the hardship
and despair that denies families
even the basic necessities of life."
If you would like to donate to
this very important cause, all you
have to do is place a can(s) or
box(es) of non-perishable food
items, or other non-perishable items
such as diapers, personal hygiene
products, or cleaning products next
to your mail-box cat Saturday,- May
10, before your letter carrier delivers the mail. "For the safety of the
mail carriers and those who'll be
sorting the donated items, we ask
that there be no breakable containers," said George Oliver, one of the
Letter Carrier coordinators for the
Murray Post Office."We appreciate
everything that is given, but it needs
to be something with an _extended
shelf life."
There will also be a hamper in
the lobby of the Murray Post Office
where you can drop off food items.

•WANT TO BECOME a
truck driver? 800-2989908.

Check
us out
on the
Web!

photo provided

DONATION ... Dottie Kraemer, center, coordinator of the
- Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention,
accepts a $500 donation from Pella employees Shody
Blanton, left, a Murray School District parent, and Penny
Wallace, a Calloway County School District parent, to support the work of CCASAP in our community.

Black leaders want Jefferson Davis statue removed from Ky. Capitol

BY JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Black leaders are
demanding the removal of Confederate President
fromar. the Kentucky
tcivil
Jefferson Davis's n statue
•DRIVER-Up to $1500
Capitol, questioning its place in a state .that was
Sign,-00 Bonus! Flatbed.
neutral
—iffOwner-Operator (Discot
"It's offensive,"'said R4oul Cunningham, forParts & Service),
mer head of voter empo.werment for the state
Company, and Lease
NAACP. "Even in the days when he was alive,
Pay,
Purchase. Great
state did not follow him. So why do we honor
this
Bonuses & Hometime!
Boyd Bros. 888-617-7898. him today?"
Davis' statue, built through donations from the
United Daughters of the Confederacy and a
•RUN 2003 WITH EPES.
Home weekends, competi- $5,000 appropriation from the legislature, has
tive drivers up to $.36
stood in the Capitol Rotunda since it was
(includes bonuses): Owner unveiled in 1936.
Operators $.83 plus surIt's one of five statues in the rotunda honoring
charge w/7 incentives savKentuckians — including Abraham
famous
ing additional $9.5/mile.
COL-A, 2 yearOTR
experience required. 1800-948-6766, www.epestranspod.com.

Olt
Srivr::::'

Lincoln, Henry Clay, Alben Barkley and Ephraim is listed on the National Registry of Historic
McDowell. Davis stands against a wall behind places,-the state may not be able to remove it.
"When you remove it from its original posiLincoln's right shoulder
Fomer state Sen. Georgia Powers said having tion — from its place of honor — you lose its
a Davis statue in the Capitol was tantamount to integrity," Fugate said. "That's what would really
flying a Confederate flag -abo-ve—the statehouse. be perceived. Once you do that, you lose the his"This is tbe seat of government in Kentucky, and toric context of why, it was placed there originalI think he's out of place here," she said-.,
ly."
Beyond asking that the statue be.removed,-the
Kentncky 'remained in - the Union and officially stayed neutral throughout the war, although a coalition that calls itself Issues for Us is asking
significant portion of the population sympathized that the candidates in Kentucky's upcoming
with the Confederacy. Residents from Kentucky gubernatorial race take a stand on the issue. Other
questions the groups posed to candidates confought for both the North and the South.
Cunningham said that since the statue is not a cerned their positions on agriculture, criminal
permanent fixture, he did not believe there are justice, education and housing.
Republican gubernatorial candidate Rebecca
any rules requiring it to stay.
But Tom Fugate, military sites preservation Jackson said she thinks the statue should be
coordinator for- the Kentucky Heritage. Council. removed. "I would replace it with a statue of a
said that may not be the case. Because the Capitol famous Kentucky woman."

Horoscopes
you're willing to reveal more of yourself.
If you are single, a relationship will mark
your life this year. This person could be
quite special, if you choose to be open
and share. Your security proves to be primary. Many of you will be buying a new
home. LEO provides security.

a difference with some of your friends.
Speak your mind with a loved one or
associate who could be a bit overly seriHAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, May 9,
ous or pushy. You find ways to get
2003:
around problems. Use your imagination,
Your personal life takes a greater prioriand others will respond. Tonight: Romp
ty. Though you might no; be sure exactly
into the weekend.
what works for you, you will make firm
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
decisions this year. Quite frequently you The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll *** You mean well, though others
4-Positive; might have difficulty receiving your
hold your feelings back. Through pro- Have:
5-Dynamic;
cessing them, you will make positive 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
message. Your intuition helps you with a
changes and find that others are more
family member. Don't hold so much
responsive to you. If attached, the quali- ARIES(March 21-April 19)
back right now. Your wallet could feel
ty of your relationship could change if ***** Reach out to others and make pinched by what goes on within a relationship. Tonight: Happy at home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might be unduly serious.
Express a little trust. Go that extra step
15 Years In Business
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
and make what you want happen. You
Perry Warren, Manager
Dwain Warren, Owner
might be far more persuasive than you
(270)674-5530• Melber, KY
realize. Clear your desk and make calls.
Others naturally respond. Tonight:
Completely Erected Inclodeng Concrete Floors.
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Oualny Matenals
Where your friends are.
A. 4- concrete floor reinforced
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
I. Self-supporting 2x6
with wire mesh
trusted rafters 2 ft. 0 C
**** Experiment and try something
B. 12" looting
J. 1/2' plywood/O.S.B.
new or different. You might unintentionC. Polyurethane
K. Seal down shingles
ally be slowing yourself up. Your sense
under concrete
L. Overhang covered
D. Anchor bolls in
of humor takes you down a new path.
M. Overhead steel
concrete
Have confidence. When you make a
door
E. Treated bottom
decision, others will respond. You leave
N. Steel service doe,
plates
0. 2x4 fascia
an excellent impression. Tonight: Your
F. Constr. gr.
aluminum covered
studs
treat. P. 2x10 headers
G. 7/16" O.S.B.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
0. 4x4 raised curb
•
undersiding
o
***** You're a bundle of energy
H. Masonite, wood or vinyl siding
and enthusiasm. Allow your imagination
We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
to take the next step. You could be wonof Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
dering what will work with a child or
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
loved who is growing and changing a lot.
siding
vinyl
Deluxe Models
Deluxe Models whardboard siding
Your fiery and iThpulsive nature pays off.
$4,725
1 112 CAR (12x20)
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
54225
Tonight: Step out.
$5.425
2 CAR (18x20)
$5,025
2 CAR (18x20)
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
LARGE CAR (22x22)
$5,725
LARGE CAR (22x22)
$55.325
$5.825
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
$5.525
*** Slow down and think. How you
56.625
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
56.125
—IrTeive a situation could change a lot
—p
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
$7.875
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
$7.425
because of your own assessment. You
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT - CALL US - WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD
will be able to maim a difference if you
INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
do what a partneribr associate suggests.
Custom Built - Buy Or Rent To Own'
Remain more playful and upbeat.
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.

Buzz Cut
7
Sale )
Weeds Wanted.
FS45Trimmer
$12995
MURRAY
HOME
8 AUTO
Chestnut St.• Murray, KY
753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

TOM'S GRILLE

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Meetings and group happenings create more of what you want. A
partner who has been remote pulls in a
lot closer. You find yourself delighted by
news that heads in your direction. Be
imaginative about a request. You'll get
better results. Tonight: Where your
friends are.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Stand up and be counted. You
might not feel as comfortable as you
would like with a co-worker. Think
through a decision that involves work
and the quality of your life. Deal with a
close friend or partner later in the day.
Tonight: Thank goodness for the weekend.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You could easily change your
position. Make that OK. Make calls and
arrange a getaway, if not this weekend
then 'ASAP. Your happy ways could
make all the difference in what happens
in a pertinent relationship. Ask for more
of what you want. Tonight: Let happiness
filter in.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Deal with others more directly. You might change your mind about
someone you really care about.
Revitalize your thinking. You come from
a fundamentally healthy point of view.
An associate provides key information.
Tonight: Allow someone to whisper
sweet nothings in your ear.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Let others come forward. You
might wonder exactly what is going on
with a friend. Why not make a friendly
inquiry to see what someone else comes
up with? You can help a pal through a
problem. Express your willingness.
Tonight: Let others make suggestions.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You could be overwhelmed by
what is going on with a child or loved
one. Investigate a financial plum that
drops in your path. You just might want
to keep this one. Others have many opinions to share. Listen, but know that this is
your call. Tonight: Pace yourself.

-N

1501 N. 12th St.• 753-4521

MSU Graduation Special - Fri. & Sat.
Surf -N- Turf $12.99
10 oz. Marinated Sirloin with Grilled Shrimp
served with House or Caesar Salad and side item

BORN TODAY
Singer Billy Joel(1949)

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.25%
(May, 2003)

i\01644.

Mother's Day Specials - Sunday
'Baked Ham $8.99
served with Baby Carrots, Mashed Potatoes
and Corn on the Cob
10 oz. Ribeye $11.99
served with House or Caesar Salad and side item

All meals served with fresh, hot rolls.

Pt

Southern Farm Bureau Life's

Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subiect to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 300°.. Since early surrender
charges apply please call for details

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: It seems that all
diet soda bottles have a warning on
their labels: "Phenylketonurics.
Contains Phenylalanine." Is this for
diabetics, or should it not be used by
diabetics? What is the ingredient?
DEAR READER: Aspartame is an
artificial sweetening agent contained in
many products in place of sugar. It is early stage, when it is curable.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've heard that a
an appropriate sugar substitute for diabetics and people on low-calorie diets. dry mouth could indicate a disorder
However, it is dangerous for patients within the body. At 72, I have that
who have the inherited metabolic disor- symptom and wake up several times a
night with a mouth that can best be
der called Phenylketonuria (PKU).
These people lack an enzyme nec- described as being as dry as sand. Is
essary for the metabolism of pheny- this a warning of an undiagnosed
lalanine, an amino acid that is used to problem?
DEAR READER Possibly
form certain proteins in the body.
Unless phenylketonurics avoid phenyXerostomia (dry mouth) is caused
lalanine, the amino acid builds up in by a reduction in the amount of saliva
the brain, causing mental retardation — or by a drying effect of the normal
(in children) or seizures. As part of its saliva that is produced.
structure, aspartame contains phenyIt is a symptom of several disorders,
lalanine; therefore patients with PKU including diabetes, mouth infection,
should not consume products sweet- stones in the salivary ducts and
ened with aspartame. However, other Sjogren's-Syndrettie fan unusual connon-caloric sweeteners, such as sac- dition of self-allergy associated with
charin, are safe to use.
arthritis).
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 73-year-old
Many drugs, such as decongestants,
father was diagnosed with colon can- cause xerostomia as a side effect.
cer. My mother, age 72, was recently Also, people who mouth-breathe at
found to have pre-malignant colonic night (because of allergies, sinus conpolyps. I have no health problems that I gestion or other mechanical problems
know of, but wonder if I should be con- in the throat) often awaken with dry
cerned about this family history. I'm 42. mouths, because the normal moisture
DEAR READER: Colon cancer runs is evaporated by this habit.
in families. Given your family history,
If your mouth is constantly dry, day
your risk is increased. Therefore, you and night, you should be examined by
will need to pay more attention to a physician to determine if there is a
your colon, especially as you grow hidden disease or infection to blame.
older. In my opinion, you should On the other hand, if this symptom
undergo a full colon examination occurs inconsistently and only at
(colonoscopy) now, with appropriate night, you probably breathe through
re-exams at suitable intervals of, say, your mouth.and- — as is usually the
five to 10 years. I advise you to review case — snore. If this is the situation, I
this situation with a gastroenterolo- 'recommend that you be examined by
gist, so that you can plan a strategy to an otolaryngologist.
diagnose possible colon cancer at an

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
representing many strong companies,
has a Solution For You!
We also provide insurance for:
• Farmowners
• Boatowners
• Health (Group & Individuals)
• Motorcycles
• Long-term Care
• Commercial
• Disability Income
• Workers Compensation
Call John PuriliP
• Medicare Supplements
• Bonds
153-4151
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY

DEAR ABBY: I am a 48-year-old
woman married almost 28 years.
The last 12 have not been good. In
1984, my husband was diagnosed
with Type 2 diabetes, and a drug
was prescribed to control his blood
sugar. His doctor urged him to
maintain a healthy diet and to exercise. He has not done well with his
disease — and continues to smoke.
Three months ago, I found out
that he stopped taking his medication. This has led him to be a more
volatile person than he already
was. He's smashed furniture and
broken things. My husband has
never hit me or our two daughters,
but he has thrown things in my
direction. When he flies into a rage,
he is terrifying.
Our girls are now 21 and 18. The
older one is being married this summer, and we are busy planning the
wedding. Because of our current
financial situation, I don't think we
can give her the wedding of her
dreams, but my husband promised
her $10,000. Abby, I honestly don't
know where it's going to come from
because I recently discovered he has
accrued credit card debt to the tune
of$75,000. I cannot begin to tell you
how stressed I am over all this. .
My spouse does not seem to be
worried about any of it, and I am at
a loss. I'm not working right now,
but intend to find a job to help us
get out of debt. I know wedding
vows say "in sickness and in
health," but what if one partner is
not taking care of himself?
I am trying to decide whether it
would be wise for me to move out of
state and live with my mother, and
let my husband try to straighten
out his life.
I'll be honest. It's been- a long
time since I've been touched by a
man. My husband is impotent and
won't seek help for this, either. I
have repeatedly begged him to
attend a men's diabetic support
group, but he refuses.
I'd like a nice companion with
whom to walk through life, but the
mere thought makes me feel guilty.
Thanks for letting me unburden
myself. These secrets have been
with me for too long.
WANTS A LIFE IN VIRGINIA
DEAR WANTS A LIFE:As sad
as it is, your husband appears
to have decided not to get the
help he so desperately needs.
You should tell his doctor about
his temper and that he has
stopped taking his medication.

I(WOW!THAT'S A GREAT DEAL!

BEFORE `10U UJERE
EVEN BORN, I DREAMED
OF THE DA4 4OU'D FALL ;
1
ll LOVE

I'VE DREAMED OF PRINCES AND
CASTLES AND SWEET LITTLE COTTAGES...
I'VE DREAMED Of SHOWERS AND
WEDDIN&S AND TEN • FOOT TRAINS...
I'VE DREAMED OF BABIES AND
BOOTIES AND HAPPILY EVER AFTER...

•

.. AND 40U
COULDN'T
EVEN
TELL ME
`-10LI HAD A
DATE ??

I'M A
MOTHER!
PAH HOPES
ARE STUCK
IN THE
"UP,,
POSITION!!

10 years ago
His life could depend on it.
Next, tell your daughter the
Published is a picture of Dr.
financial facts of life about her Thomas Boysen, state education
wedding plans. She needs to commissioner, speaking with David
know the truth now so she can
Green and Jimmy Williams, Callorealistically plan her budget.
Then talk to a lawyer about way County Middle School stuprotecting yourself from the dents, as he toured the school on
consequences of your husband's May 6. The photo was by Staff Phofinancial irresponsibility.
tographer John P. Taylor.
I see nothing wrong with
Glenda Gallimore of KGA Recygoing to your mother's to re- cling was the featured speaker at a
group and to get some T.L.C.
while you plan how you're meeting of the Hazel Woman's
going to spend the rest of your Club held at the Hazel Community
life. Counseling will help. You Center.
are overdue.
Births reported include a girl to
Edward and Angela Kowalski,
April 14, and a boy to Bill and BarDEAR ABBY. I am only 11, but bara Milton, April 21.
I'm having boy trouble. I like this
20 years ago
guy whose name is "Rusty." He is in
James Allen West, son of Mr.
the fifth grade with me. He asked
me to meet him at the movie. I said and Mrs. Joe West, is valedictorian
yes, but my parents said no, and I and Teresa Ford, daughter of Mr.
didn't show. Now he hates me. and Mrs. Jimmy Ford, is salutatoWhat should I do?
rian of the 1983 graduating class of
SAD CHICK.ANNISTON,ALA. Murray High School. They will
both speak at the commencement
DEAR SAD CHICK: Being
stood up is humiliating. Rusty ceremonies on May 19 at Murray
State University Lovett Auditorium.
probably feels more hurt than
Jay Lockhart will be evangelist
hate. A step in the right direction would be to apologize for and Jerry Bolls will be song leader
standing him up and explain the at a gospel meeting scheduled May
reason why you did it. That way, 8-11 at 7th and Poplar Church of
he will know you don't hate him. Christ.
30 years ago
Gail Tucker, daughter of Mr. and
Good advice for everyone — teens to
Mrs. Charles Tucker, and Mark
seniors — is in "The Anger in All of Us
and How to Deal With It" To order, send
Spencer, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
a business-size, self-addressed envelope, Spencer, were local winners of the
plus check or money order for $5 (U.S.
Kentucky Jaycees and Commonfunds only) to: Dear Abby, Anger
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL
vyealth Life Insurance Co. essay
61054-0447.(Postage is included.)
cbntest on "What Can I Do For
-Arneriea7"• The contest was sponsored locally- by the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees.

Kent and Sherry Harrison,
Renita Collins and Meleah Paschall
of Sinking Spring Baptist Church
were winners in the Kentucky Baptist State Sword Drill and Memory
Work twld at Beechmont Baptist
Churchouisville.
40 years ago
Calloway County Board of Education has set the date for opening
of the 1963-64 school term as Aug.
22, according to Supt. Buron Jeffrey.
Mrs. Keys Keel, Mrs. Thomas
Lee and Mrs. Novella Chambers of
Calloway County are attending the
75th anniversary meeting of the
Baptist WMU being held in Kansas
City, Mo. They traveled by charter
bus with a Paducah group.

though South had bid the suit.
Declarer took East's king with
the ace and led a low diamond
toward dummy at trick two. At this_
point, even before West had played
to the trick, the Bridge-O-Rama
commentator — who, together with
the audience, could see all four hands
on the giant screen — said: "If West
takes the king and returns the jack of
clubs, South will go down one."
These words were scarcely uttered
before West went up with the king of
diamonds and returned the jack of
clubs! Declger then quickly lost four
club tricks in succession and so went
down one.
Actually, West's jack-of-clubs
lead was not as astonishing as it
might seem. Far from being a shot in
the dark, the club shift was wellreasoned.
East's king-of-hearts play at trick
one had made it clear that South
started with the A-Q, and possibly
the A-Q-J, of hearts. It was also obvious from declarer's diamond lead at
trick two that he had the ace. And it
was probable from the bidding and
South's failure to attack spades at the
outset that he had the ace of spades.
It followed that South could not
also have the ace of clubs, or he
would have bid more strongly.
Therefore, the attack on declarer's
apparent weak spot, clubs, offered
West the only real chance to beat the
contract.

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
KQ14:14
V9 5
•Q 9 4
+Q 8 5 2
WEST
+985
V 10 7 6 2
•K J 5
•K J 3
SOUTH
•A 63
VAQJ 4
•A 107 3
+94
The bidding:
Non
West
South
Pass
1•
Pass
1 NT
Pass
3*
Some of the great defensive plays
you hear or read about might cause
you to think that the defenders had
seen all four hands. It is true that in
practice we'd all defend better if we
saw everyone's cards, but in theory it
usually should make no difference
whether you see the missing cards or
not.
Here is a typical example from a
match played many years ago on
Bridge-O-Rama before a large audience. Faced with a difficult opening
lead, West selected a heart even

Student
quarters
35 Odd notion
36 Jacques' pal
37 Hotel staffers
39 Machine tooth
42 Rome's river
44 Grave risk
46 Power-train
part
48 Crater edge
50 Fodder storage
51 Motto solo
52 — and outs
53 Crawl with
54 Quaker colonist
55 Custard
ingredient
56 Do a math
problem
34

ToKyo IS A CRoWDED,
,CLEAN OIN/
WE DIDN'T HAVE MUCH MoDERN
--THAT WHERE
liMS FOR
sM&,BUt
BuT WHAT 16AW TNE FPE*(ICr4 ettowi
TiooK PL Ace.OUR
WAS BEAUTIFUL
PHOTO S100T5 wEiZe
DOe4E wJ Kyoro, ICH
16 EASlutSITE •
So mAmy
LOVELY
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•
ANCIENT
Tertnes
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AND GRACIOUS:THE
FooD,S0 ELEGANTLV
PREPAR-ED-EACH
SERVING WAS A
WORK OF ART! WE
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Chapeau
Stomach
muscles
Finishes a dress
11 "Nautilus"
skipper
12 Judge — Bean
13 Famed office
14 TV genie
portrayer
15 Freeway
clogger
16 Elf
17 Actress
— Moorehead
19 Tornado
warning
21 Crayola choice
22 Place to wed
24 Domestic
animal
27 Noisy birds
28 Football's
— Rozelle
29 Drink
32 Blood-bank
supply
1

2
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1
2
3
4
5
6

3
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19

17

111110

13

12

11

its capital
7 Fabulous
diamond
8 Shows plainly
9 Von Sydow
of films

Row of shrubs
Correct
Pitch
Orbit part
Crows over
Damascus is
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44

1/43

45

49
SO
ME
51

ill
52

53

UUU

10 Wily
11 Not far away
18 Volvo rival
20 Union Pacific,
e.g.
23 Soap ingredient
25 Cash
dispenser
26 Herbal drink
27 Kirk, to McCoy
28 Country singer
— Tillis
29 Lupino of films
30 Tattoo word
31 Dover's locale
32 Univ. degree
33 Say "yeth"
35 Electrician's
lob
37 CD-ROM unit
38 condor's nest
39 Shouted
40 Greased
41 — onto (seize)
—411,4oden; Persia
45 This senora
46 Fence flaw
47 Before
49 Chow mein
additive?

Recent births at Murray Hospital
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Franklin Webster and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Hilliker.
50 years ago
Nine local young men left May 5
for induction.in the Armed Forces.
They are Johnnie Brandon Wyatt,
Lynn Dale Burkeen, Joe Henry
Thorn, Kenneth Charles Hurt, William Alfred Harmon, Ronald Churchill Jr., Herbert Foster, Leonard
Martin and Jack Okie Sims.
Calloway County Agent S.V.
Foy says-"blue mold is raging in the
county and spreading rapidly during
such weather as we are having
now."
Among those attending the 96th
meeting of the Southern Baptist
Convention being held at-Houston,
Texas, are Dr. and Mrs. H.C.
Chiles, the Rev. and Mrs. S.E. Byler
and Mr. and Mrs Garnett Morris.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 8, the
128th day of 2003. There are 237
days left in the year.
• Today's Highlight in History:
On May 8, 1945, President Truthat World War II had ended in
Europe.
On this date:
In 1541, Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto reached the Mississippi River.
In 1846, the first major battle of
the Mexican War was fought at
Palo Alto, Texas, resulting in victory for Gen. Zachary Taylor's
forces.
In 1962, the musical comedy "A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way
to the Forum" opened on Broadway.
In 1970, construction workers
broke up an anti-war protest on
New York's Wall Street.
In 1978, David R. Berkowitz
pleaded guilty in a Brooklyn courtroom to the "Son of Sam" killings
that had terrified New Yorkers.
In 1987, Gary Hart, dogged by
questions about his personal life, including his relationship with Miami
model Donna Rice, withdrew from
the race for the Democratic presidential nomination.
Ten years ago: The Muslim-led
government of Bosnia-Herzegovina
and rebel Bosnian Serbs signed an
agreement for a nationwide ceasefire.
Five years ago: Big Tobacco settled with the state of Minnesota for'
$6.6 billiOn as the state's lawsuit
was about to go to a jury.
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Storms
continue
More damage inflicted on county
as residents recover from Sunday

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photos

ABOVE: This is one of two cars that were sitting in a driveway on Henry Street in Murray when a large tree came
down during the storm that struck Calloway County early Wednesday morning.
LEFT: Murray salvage logger Kirk Patterson, front, helps Matt Penney and Murray's Karl Alexander of Adams Tree
Service pull down this huge oak tree at the home of Glen Clayton near the corner of Wiswell Road and Gibbs Store
Road just outside of Murray Wednesday afternoon.
RIGHT: This will
become a more
familiar site as
the days go by
Calloway
in
County as the
large trunk of
an oak tree and

its branches are
burned in a yard
along Wiswell
Road west of
Murray
Wednesday
afternoon. This
tree was one of

the casualties
from the storms
tore
that
the
through
late
county
and
Sunday
early Monday.
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ABOVE LEFT: Metal sheets hang in trees along Wiswell Road near Lynn Grove after they were flung from a storage
building behind the house of James and Evelyn Dixon early Wednesday.
ABOVE RIGHT: A fence lies in ruins on Plainview Drive in Murray after a tree had fallen into it during storms earlier
in the week....A.J ROUSE/Ledger & Times Photos
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SHOPPING

CENTER •

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
May 9 & 10 • 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

MURRAY • 753-8 3 2 2

IMI

crl-

fitc.

I COVIHI
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

16%ti

Fresh Whole
BBQ Chicken

\!&
4!"..
4•

ONLY

°°ea.
$4

Boneless Pork
Chop Sandwich

$200

Fresh Pork BBQ
,.Sandwiches

$2°()

'40

iNy

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

for2$

for 1
s ct.. l2 oz.

ea.

$12ea
V
ittib Eye
Sandwich

7*40.&

$200

ea.

Pie/re Great!
4! •

V/

Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ
By The Pound
$M00

v.,

lb.

Hot
Lean &
Meaty

RIBS
$10
slab

ICE CREAM

HAMBURGER &
HOT DOG BUNS

Fri. &
Only

1041!Y
47/1\

/FAMILY PAC

(FOOD GIANT

NEW!!!

i.

Fri. & Sat. Only

Hamburgers

2

IN OUR DELI

POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW

$100
for

10 a.m. til 2 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
1 for $3.00
(FRESH SPLIT

Smoked Turkey
Breast G ees

FRYER BREAST

(GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

/CRISP ICEBURG HEA

LETTUCE

Avg. Deav
$
lrea.
oatshield to assure
availability.

Fri. & Sat.
Only

Fri. & Sat.
Only

Many, Many More GREAT SPECIAL'S...

